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FOREWORD

AR&R Revision Process

Since its first publication in 1958, Australian Rainfall and Runoff (AR&R) has remained one of the most influential and widely used guidelines published by Engineers Australia (EA). The current edition, published in 1987, retained the same level of national and international acclaim as its predecessors.

With nationwide applicability, balancing the varied climates of Australia, the information and the approaches presented in Australian Rainfall and Runoff are essential for policy decisions and projects involving:
- infrastructure such as roads, rail, airports, bridges, dams, stormwater and sewer systems;
- town planning;
- mining;
- developing flood management plans for urban and rural communities;
- flood warnings and flood emergency management;
- operation of regulated river systems; and
- estimation of extreme flood levels.

However, many of the practices recommended in the 1987 edition of AR&R are now becoming outdated, no longer representing the accepted views of professionals, both in terms of technique and approach to water management. This fact, coupled with greater understanding of climate and climatic influences makes the securing of current and complete rainfall and streamflow data and expansion of focus from flood events to the full spectrum of flows and rainfall events, crucial to maintaining an adequate knowledge of the processes that govern Australian rainfall and streamflow in the broadest sense, allowing better management, policy and planning decisions to be made.

One of the major responsibilities of the National Committee on Water Engineering of Engineers Australia is the periodic revision of AR&R. A recent and significant development has been that the revision of AR&R has been identified as a priority in the Council of Australian Governments endorsed National Adaptation Framework for Climate Change.

The Federal Department of Climate Change announced in June 2008 $2 million of funding to assist in updating Australian Rainfall and Runoff (AR&R). The update will be completed in three stages over four years with current funding for the first stage. Further funding is still required for Stages 2 and 3. Twenty one revision projects will be undertaken with the aim of filling knowledge gaps. The 21 projects are to be undertaken over four years with ten projects commencing in Stage 1. The outcomes of the projects will assist the AR&R editorial team compiling and writing of the chapters of AR&R. Steering and Technical Committees have been established to assist the AR&R editorial team in guiding the projects to achieve desired outcomes.
Project 7: Baseflow for Catchment Simulation

An important aspect of flow estimation as distinct from flood estimation is the relative importance of the baseflow component of a hydrograph. Whereas the quickflow component is the most significant component of a hydrograph for flood estimation and the baseflow component is neglected, this is not always the case for general flow estimation. In recent years the need to estimate small flood flows (in-bank floods) has arisen and, therefore, estimation of baseflow needs to be considered within Australian Rainfall and Runoff.

This project focuses on the development of appropriate techniques for estimating the baseflow component of a hydrograph. It is expected that both statistical and deterministic approaches be developed to meet the various needs of the industry.

This project will result only in preliminary guidance in a form suitable for inclusion in Australian Rainfall and Runoff. It is expected that further developments will occur post this edition of Australian Rainfall and Runoff.

The aim of Project 7 is to identify and test techniques for estimation of the baseflow component of a flood hydrograph for situations where the baseflow cannot be neglected as a significant component of the flood hydrograph.

Mark Babister  
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Dr James Ball  
AR&R Editor
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

ARR Update Project 7 aims to develop a method for estimating baseflow contribution to different sized flood events across Australia. This report summarises the work undertaken as a part of Phase 1 of the overall project. It focuses on the physical processes of groundwater-surface water interaction, theoretical approaches to baseflow separation, and the testing of these methods to various case study catchments across Australia. The aim of these case studies is to develop a suitable approach for more widescale application.

Streamflow can be considered to comprise of two main components based on the timing of response in a river after a rainfall event. Water that enters a stream rapidly is termed “quickflow” and is sourced from direct rainfall onto the river surface and rainfall-runoff across the land surface. Water which takes longer to reach a river is termed “baseflow” and is sourced primarily from groundwater discharge into the river. Different locations have varying degrees of baseflow contribution to streamflow based on regional hydrogeological conditions.

This current study seeks to develop a consistent approach to incorporating baseflow into design flood estimates. Baseflow has been the subject of much investigation in the past and a range of techniques are available to estimate its behaviour. The focus of this study is to quantify the magnitude of baseflow associated with flood events, regardless of the source of the water or the detailed and often complex physical processes which generate it. For this reason, the study has utilised automated baseflow separation techniques as an investigative tool, rather than more detailed models or field based chemical traces studies of groundwater and surface water interaction.

The magnitude of the peak and the shape of a baseflow hydrograph in flood events is subjective because baseflow is not readily measureable. However, some common features capture the general understanding of the physical processes in action:

- Low flow conditions prior to the commencement of a flood event typically consist entirely of baseflow;
- The rapid increase in river level relative to the surrounding groundwater level results in an increase in bank storage. The delayed return of this bank storage to the river causes the baseflow recession to continue after the peak of the total hydrograph.
- Baseflow will peak after the total hydrograph peak, due to the storage-routing effect of the sub-surface stores;
- The baseflow recession will most likely follow an exponential decay function (a master recession curve); and
- The baseflow hydrograph will rejoin the total hydrograph as quickflow ceases.

Various techniques are available to separate baseflow from gauged streamflow data. These include graphical and automated procedures. The advantage of an automated technique is that it provides an objective, repeatable estimate of baseflow that is comparable over time and between locations. The absolute magnitude of baseflow at individual sites may vary from estimates derived using separation techniques. Studies which require accurate estimates of
baseflow magnitude should therefore be supplemented with detailed at-site investigations of both aquifer and streamflow characteristics, where available.

Historically, most baseflow separation approaches have been developed and applied to daily streamflow data. The focus of this project was on flood events, so it was necessary to identify a method that is suitable for the analysis of hourly streamflow data. A number of different baseflow separation methods were reviewed and trialled at several case study locations to evaluate the suitability of techniques using hourly data.

The outcomes of this testing process identified that the most plausible baseflow hydrographs were produced when the Lyne and Hollick filter was applied using 9 passes across the hourly data with a filter parameter value of 0.925. Based on analysis at case study catchments, this method produces a plausible baseflow hydrograph for a range of event sizes at eight of the nine case study catchments. The results obtained at one case study site in Western Australia were considered less plausible, and require further analysis. Regionalisation of the method may help to establish an approach that is more suitable across all catchment conditions.

The outcomes from the case study analysis demonstrate that the baseflow contribution to the total flood peak varies depending on event size and location. The proportional contribution of baseflow to the event peak tends to decrease as the magnitude of the total flood event increases. This trend was observed for three different measures of baseflow calculated in this study:

- Event BFI (the ratio of the event baseflow volume to the event streamflow volume);
- Ratio of the baseflow under the streamflow peak to the peak streamflow; and
- Ratio of the peak baseflow to the peak streamflow.

The variability associated with the estimates of baseflow relative to the total streamflow generally decreased with ARI both at individual sites and between sites. Further investigations in Phase 2 of the project may help to explain the reasons for the variability in baseflow contribution to flood peak for low ARIs.

The magnitude of baseflow generally increased as the size of the total flood event increased. This trend was observed when considering the magnitude of the baseflow at the time of the streamflow peak and also the peak baseflow. The magnitude of the baseflow was often easier to predict than other measures of baseflow, with less uncertainty than the results for the proportional contribution to floods.

Catchment characteristics will be extracted for each catchment and summarised in a database and supporting report (SKM, in preparation).

Phase 2 of the study will further refine the recommended baseflow separation approach so that it is applicable across Australia. The adopted technique will be applied to events extracted from hourly data at approximately 250 catchments. An existing automated approach will be refined to better handle the large volumes of data to be processed.

In the next stage of the study, it is intended that the extracted catchment characteristics will be utilised to establish regional prediction equations that will enable the user to estimate baseflow contribution to a design flood event of any size in any region of Australia. Guidelines will then be
prepared to describe the relevant procedures for this application, and will enable incorporation of
the method into Australian Rainfall and Runoff.
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1. Introduction

Guidelines for rainfall-based design flood estimation are contained in Australian Rainfall and Runoff (Institution of Engineers, 1999). The procedure for estimating a design flood hydrograph with specified annual exceedance probability (AEP) for a catchment starts with a design rainfall of the desired AEP. As indicated in Figure 1, the probability of the calculated design flood peak will depend upon the choice of the critical storm duration, areal reduction factor, storm temporal pattern, design losses, runoff routing model, model parameters, and baseflow.

Each of these components has a distribution of possible values, so the probability of the calculated flood peak should theoretically account for the effect of the combined probabilities. In the light of the current lack of information on the true distribution of each of the components, and the complexity involved, the recommendation in Australian Rainfall and Runoff is to take some ‘central’ or ‘typical’ value for each of the key inputs. Of all of the inputs shown in Figure 1, there is least guidance available in Australian Rainfall and Runoff on appropriate values for the baseflow contribution to design flood estimates.

Book V, Section 2 of Australian Rainfall and Runoff (Cordery, 1998) provides methods for estimating surface runoff during flood events, but does not currently provide any guidance on estimating the component of the flood hydrograph sourced from baseflow. Baseflow is generally a minor component in extreme flood events, but can potentially be significant in smaller flood events. This is particularly the case where the catchment geology consists of high yielding aquifers with large baseflows.

The focus of Australian Rainfall and Runoff Update Project 7 (Baseflow for Catchment Simulation) is to recommend practical yet technically robust preliminary advice on the estimation of baseflow in design flood events for inclusion in Australian Rainfall and Runoff. This report presents the findings of Stage 1 of the project, and summarises data collection and demonstration of the method for baseflow separation to eight case study catchments. The following provides a summary of the report structure:

- Section 2 describes the physical processes associated with baseflow.
- Section 3 summarises the theory of baseflow separation.
- Section 4 outlines the selected baseflow separation technique.
- Section 5 describes the catchment selection process. Further details on this will be provided in a separate report that will accompany the catchment characteristics database (SKM, in preparation).
Section 6 summarises the data analysis approach.
Section 7 presents the results of baseflow analysis at each of the case study catchments.
Section 8 compares the baseflow analysis between catchments.
Section 9 outlines the next steps in ARR Update Project 7.
Section 10 provides conclusions from this first stage of the study.
References and Acknowledgements are provided at the conclusion of the report.
Appendices provide further information on the comparison of various baseflow separation techniques and baseflow analyses at case study catchments.

It is not expected that the user will need to undertake the analysis contained in this report; rather, the details of this report are relevant to the development of a suitable method for user application.

Stage 2 of the project will be undertaken following the completion of Stage 1, and will cover the
1) Development of prediction equations in case study catchments;
2) Application of the prediction equations across Australia; and
3) Testing of the recommended procedures.

The ultimate objective of the project is to develop prediction equations that will allow the user to estimate baseflow contribution to design flood events at a particular location from a small number of easily measured variables.
2. Physical Processes Associated with Baseflow

The hydrological cycle consists of constant movement of water within the Earth’s environment, comprising processes such as evapotranspiration, precipitation, surface runoff, subsurface flow and groundwater movement. Using the radiant energy from the sun, water is evaporated from water bodies, such as oceans, rivers and lakes, and the land surface, including vegetation, to the atmosphere and is recycled back in the form of rain or snow. When this precipitation falls to the land surface it can move via a number of different interconnected pathways. Precipitation can be intercepted by vegetation, can directly enter surface water bodies or can infiltrate into the ground to replenish soil moisture. Excess water percolates to the saturated zone of the soil profile, from where it moves downward and laterally to sites of groundwater discharge. The rate of infiltration varies with land use, soil characteristics and the duration and intensity of the rainfall event. If the rate of precipitation exceeds the rate of infiltration runoff across the land surface can occur. Water reaching streams, both by surface runoff and groundwater discharge eventually moves to the sea where it is again vaporized to perpetuate the hydrological cycle.

Hence, streamflow can be considered to comprise of two main components based on the timing of response in a river after a rainfall event. Water that enters a stream rapidly is termed “quickflow” and is sourced from direct rainfall onto the river surface and rainfall-runoff across the land surface. Water which takes longer to reach a river is termed “baseflow” and is sourced primarily from groundwater discharge into the river. Groundwater movement is typically a slow process, as a result of the processes described below.

Different locations have varying degrees of baseflow contribution to streamflow based on regional hydrogeological conditions. These can result in streams varying between gaining (receipt of groundwater flow) and losing (discharge to groundwater system) conditions over time and space. Hence, understanding the local characteristics is imperative for detailed analysis of baseflow conditions as many of the automated baseflow separation approaches do not distinguish between these physical states.

Conceptually, groundwater-surface water interaction processes are increased during a flood event, with significantly greater volumes both in the river and the surrounding landscape. Simplistically, a flood event causes a fast but temporary increase in stream water level that moves rapidly downstream under the force of gravity. This increase in water level can lead to a change in hydrostatic pressure between the river and the groundwater in the surrounding bank. In a gaining stream, depending on the hydrostatic pressure in the surrounding aquifer, this can stimulate the movement of flow from the stream to the bank. As the flood peak subsides, water moves back to the stream and the hydrostatic pressure in the river reduces. This temporary storage of water during flood events is known as bank storage. It acts to attenuate the peak of the flood wave by reducing the magnitude and delaying the timing of the total flow peak. The local hydrogeological conditions combined with the specific flood conditions dictate the significance of this process. The interaction of these processes is complex and automated baseflow separation algorithms do not attempt to take these conditions into account.

Commonly, groundwater discharge from aquifers is assumed to represent the baseflow contribution to streamflow. This assumption requires the aquifer to have a groundwater hydrostatic pressure higher than the stream hydrostatic pressure, be regularly (seasonally)
recharged and be made up of materials that support the storage and transmission of flow to the stream (Smakhtin, 2001). In some instances, these assumptions may not reflect the local hydrogeological conditions and other factors may affect the baseflow regime, by mimicking or interfering with the signal usually associated with baseflow. These factors may include:

- Connection with additional water stores – snowpack, bank storage, deeper aquifers and connected lakes can impact on the baseflow regime at a given location contrary to the conditions described above.

- Flow regulation from upstream reservoirs – reservoirs that release outflows that are different to inflows will produce a low flow signal that can be misinterpreted as baseflow at downstream flow gauges. Neal et al (2004) adopted a criterion that not more than 10% of the catchment should be upstream of flow regulating structures when selecting streamflow gauges for regional baseflow assessment, which should be regarded as an upper limit for local investigations.

- Catchment farm dams – high concentrations of catchment farm dams could also influence baseflow but only where the dams are located on-stream or where they interact with groundwater. Many off-stream dams are clay lined specifically to avoid interaction with groundwater.

- Major diversions – diversions for consumptive use, such as irrigation channels and urban diversions, can decrease low flows and hence appear to reduce estimates of baseflow. Allowances can be accurately made for those diversions where they are metered.

- Urbanisation – In urban areas, activities such as excess garden or sports field watering can increase low flows during summer that appear similar to baseflow in streamflow data (Daamen et al, 2006).

- Return flows – Water can be returned to rivers from sewage treatment plants or from industry. Power stations in particular often discharge cooling tower water to streams. This will increase low flows and appear similar to baseflow.

- River evaporation and evapotranspiration – Evaporation from the river surface and plant water uptake will generally be a negligible influence on streamflows for catchments less than 1000 km². For larger catchments, baseflow expressed at an upstream location may be reduced at the streamflow gauging station because of reach losses, particularly during summer low flow conditions when baseflow is most evident.

In catchments where in-stream flows are significantly affected by some of the above influences, it may be difficult to separate baseflow. This is discussed further in the following sections.
3. Baseflow Separation Theory

The following section summarises the theory behind baseflow separation. This information is presented to provide context for the selection of the method applied in the catchment analysis (Section 7). It is not anticipated that ARR users will be required to separate baseflow in their analysis; rather, the final outcomes of this project will provide users with a method to estimate baseflow contribution to flood events based on readily available catchment characteristics. The contents of this report represent the first phase of the development of this method.

3.1. Components of streamflow

Streamflow is made up of a number of components including baseflow, which is sourced from groundwater aquifers, and quickflow, which is sourced from surface runoff. The boundary between each of these sources of water is difficult to distinguish in practice. River channel precipitation and evapotranspiration also occurs, but is generally small and indistinguishable from other components of streamflow.

Strict definitions of baseflow are difficult to formulate but in general terms baseflow represents river flow sourced from groundwater aquifers.

Groundwater and surface water interaction can occur from the stream to groundwater, vice versa or in both directions at different times, depending on river and groundwater levels and hydrogeologic conditions. Baseflow separated from streamflow data at a gauging station location represents the estimate of baseflow from all of the catchment upstream of that gauging station. In practice, only part of the upstream river reaches may be receiving baseflow, whilst other reaches may be losing water to groundwater. The baseflow observed at the streamflow gauge represents the net effect of these upstream processes.

The time lag for the expressions of each of these components of streamflow after rainfall can vary considerably. Quickflow occurs immediately after rainfall, with interflow taking slightly longer to travel through the unsaturated soil profile, while baseflow may take several hours to several days or years to respond to rainfall.

3.2. General characteristics of baseflow

The shape of a baseflow hydrograph is partly subjective, although some common features should be captured in the baseflow curve, as presented by Nathan and McMahon (1990) and Brodie and Hostetler (2005):

- Low flow conditions prior to the commencement of a flood event consist entirely of baseflow;
- The rapid increase in river level relative to the surrounding groundwater level results in an increase in bank storage. The delayed return of this bank storage to the river causes the baseflow recession to continue after the peak of the total hydrograph;
- Baseflow will peak after the total hydrograph due to the storage-routing effect of the subsurface stores;
- The baseflow recession will most likely follow an exponential decay function (a master recession curve) except in ephemeral streams; and
- The baseflow hydrograph will rejoin the total hydrograph as quickflow ceases.
3.2.1. Recession analysis

Following a flood event, the streamflow hydrograph typically diminishes quite steeply but slows over time. This results in a reasonably flat component of the hydrograph at the end of the runoff event, which is comprised primarily of baseflow and continues until another runoff event occurs.

At a given location, comparison of a number of recession curves will typically highlight a consistent shape that follows an exponential decay response. This characteristic response is termed the master recession curve, which represents the average catchment flow recession unaffected by precipitation (Figure 2). The master recession curve can be represented by the relationship

\[ Q = Q_0 k^t \]

where \( Q_0 \) = Initial streamflow
\( k \) = Recession constant
\( t \) = time

The master recession curve can be used to estimate baseflow during periods of pure recession (no quickflow). The recession constant can be an hourly or daily value, depending on the time step of the data being analysed, and can also be used in a number of the baseflow separation methods described below. In the figure below, the master recession curve has been defined with \( k = 0.98 \) and the half flow period (HFP) = 34.

Figure 2 Example master recession curve, applied to an event observed in the Little Yarra River at Yarra Junction, Victoria (Gauge number 229214) for February, 1996
Techniques for developing a master recession curve are documented in Nathan and McMahon (1990) and Brodie and Hostetler (2005). Of these techniques, the matching strip method is reasonably robust and in wide application. The matching strip method involves lining up the tails of different hydrograph events on a logged vertical axis until they match to reveal a single slope, which defines the master recession curve. It is possible that the master recession curve can have more than one equation over different flow ranges, corresponding to different discharge rates from different aquifers connected to the stream. In some cases, this is a result of different groundwater conditions that occur during the seasons.

3.3. Baseflow separation techniques

Various techniques are available to separate baseflow from gauged streamflow data. These include traditional graphical procedures and more recent automated procedures. It is important to note that although all baseflow separation techniques, either graphical or automated, are suitable for comparative analysis to ascertain relative baseflow contributions between sites or at the same site over time, quantitative determination of the absolute magnitude of baseflow is not achievable through baseflow separation alone. Baseflow hydrographs for detailed at-site investigation should be conditioned by local knowledge of both aquifer and streamflow characteristics, regardless of the baseflow separation technique applied.

Given the above constraints, quantification of the baseflow volume for any given flood event requires the application of a robust baseflow separation technique that identifies a reasonable baseflow hydrograph. The follow discussion presents a summary of the general characteristics of baseflow, and baseflow separation approaches that attempt to interpret these characteristics in defining a baseflow hydrograph.

Most of the approaches described below have been developed for application on daily streamflow data. Given the focus of this project on flood events, it is necessary to identify a method that is suitable for the analysis of hourly streamflow data. A number of the methods identified in the literature review were tested for this purpose. Details of these trials are provided in Appendix A.

3.3.1. Graphical procedures

Graphical procedures for separating baseflow use a variety of techniques, outlined in Viessman et.al. (1977), Maidment (1993) and Brodie and Hostetler (2005). In the simplest form, these approaches partition the baseflow on a hydrograph using a combination of segments, which may assume:

- Constant baseflow over the course of the runoff event (constant discharge method), depicted by the dashed line A-B in Figure 3;
- A linear reduction in baseflow during the rising limb of the flood event followed by a linear increase in baseflow as the flood recedes (concave method) shown by long dashed lines A-C-D in Figure 3;
- A master recession curve that describes the shape of the hydrograph once streamflow diminishes can estimate the baseflow under the flood peak. The master recession curve is projected backwards and connected to the start of the runoff event arbitrarily, as indicated by the crossed lines A-E-F in Figure 3; and
A linear baseflow response that declines over the duration of the runoff event, demonstrated by the dashed and dotted line A-F in Figure 3.

Further graphical procedures have also been developed, each with slight variations on the characterisation of baseflow during runoff events. For example, refer to Boughton (1988) which presents ten different approaches to graphical baseflow separation that have been proposed by a number of authors since 1921.

From these graphical procedures, the approach most grounded in observed baseflow properties utilises the master recession curve at the start and end of the surface water event to define the rate of departure of the baseflow from the total flow hydrograph. Thereafter, the most realistic approach is similar to lines ACDB and AEF in Figure 3, but acknowledges that baseflow response is likely to be non-linear and that peaks and troughs will lag behind surface water peaks and troughs because baseflow is heavily damped. This most likely baseflow hydrograph is depicted by the red line in Figure 3, the curvature of which relies on subjective judgement. Tracer studies (refer to Section 3.3.4) can provide some guidance as to the expected shape of the baseflow response. The other representations presented in Figure 3 are based on simplifying assumptions that may introduce errors into the predicted estimation of baseflow (Tan et al., 2009a).

In general, graphical approaches to baseflow separation are complicated when considering continuous periods of data rather than individual events, as the presence of successive peak flow events can make it difficult to isolate baseflow contribution. Furthermore, graphical approaches to baseflow separation require manual analysis and are not easily nor quickly applied over extended periods of data (Chapman and Maxwell, 1996).

Figure 3 Baseflow separation hydrographs (Viessman et al., 1977)
An empirical relationship defined by Linsley et al (1982) postulated that the duration of the quickflow event could be estimated based on the catchment area:

\[ N = 0.8A^{0.2} \]

Equation 2

where \( N \) is the number of days from the storm event crest and \( A \) is the catchment area in km\(^2\).

This method provides an approximation for the end of the streamflow event based on readily available catchment details, and can help to identify the relevant end-point to apply in the graphical separation approaches described above. This approach calculates a consistent event duration regardless of the antecedent conditions and event magnitude, which may not be representative in all conditions. It should be noted that Book V, Section 2 of Australian Rainfall and Runoff (Cordery, 1998) recommends against the use of empirical formulae such as this, given the lack of evidence supporting the relationship for Australian conditions.

3.3.2. Automated procedures

Automated procedures predominantly involve the use of digital filters that have their basis in signal analysis and processing, and apply mathematical rules to separate baseflow. As such, these approaches do not consider the physical processes that occur during runoff events in order to isolate baseflow. Rather, automated approaches aim to establish a simple, repeatable process to estimate baseflow from streamflow time series data.

Automated baseflow separation techniques are documented in a number of publications, including Grayson et al. (1996), Nathan and McMahon (1990) and Brodie and Hostetler (2005).

Simple filtering methods include those that analyse discrete periods of the streamflow timeseries to identify particular characteristics in the streamflow data which are used to estimate baseflow. Characteristics of interest include:

- The local minima within periods of streamflow (the period is equal to double the quickflow duration, calculated using the empirical relationship described by Equation 2), which are connected via straight lines to approximate the baseflow timeseries (local minimum method).
- The minimum streamflow within non-overlapping periods of 5 days duration, of which the turning points are connected using straight lines to estimate baseflow (smoothed minima technique).
- The minimum streamflow within discrete intervals of fixed duration (equal to double the quickflow duration), which is assigned to all time intervals within the duration to estimate the baseflow timeseries (fixed interval method).
- The minimum streamflow record within a fixed period (equal to double the quickflow duration), which is assigned to the median time value in the period and repeated on each time step to estimate the baseflow timeseries (sliding interval method).

These approaches each generate a time series that can include step changes in baseflow over time (for instance, refer to Figure 4, which presents the baseflow as calculated using these four different approaches for site 229214 in the Yarra River basin, Victoria), in response to the ‘blocky’ discretisation of data for analysis. Other algorithms for baseflow separation are available.
to generate a smoother baseflow response, and these represent approaches that are relevant when considering an extended period of streamflow data.

Figure 4 Simple automated baseflow separation techniques, applied to an event observed in the Little Yarra River at Yarra Junction, Victoria (Gauge number 229214) for September 1984

Chapman (1991) and Chapman and Maxwell (1996) describe an approach that utilises the recession constant of the hydrograph, which represents the ratio of the flow to the proceeding flow during a period of no direct runoff (quickflow). This filter (Equation 3, shown in simplified form) is based on the assumption that the baseflow is a weighted average of the quickflow and the baseflow at the previous time interval and only requires a single pass through the data.

\[
q_b(i) = \frac{k}{2-k} q_b(i-1) + \frac{1-k}{2-k} q(i), \text{ subject to } q_b(i) \leq q(i)
\]

Equation 3

Where

- \( q_b(i) \) = the filtered baseflow response for the \( i \)th sampling instant
- \( q(i) \) = the original streamflow for the \( i \)th sampling instant
- \( k \) = filter parameter equivalent to the recession constant

The recession constant in this algorithm can be estimated by analysing the shape of the recession period of the runoff hydrograph and through the development of a master recession curve. Approaches to calculate the constant are widely available, although many these are not generally easily automated. Nathan and McMahon (1990) describe two common methods that have been applied in an automated manner: the correlation method (Langbein, 1938) and the matching strip method (Snyder, 1939). More recently, Mandeville (2004) developed the reservoir inflow sequence (RIS) approach which reduces the subjectivity associated with master recession curve fitting. These methods provide guidance on the recession periods of runoff events, and do not inform the shape of the baseflow series at other times.
Additional flexibility was incorporated to Equation 3 by modifying the algorithm to include an additional parameter value (Boughton, 1993; Chapman and Maxwell, 1996). This algorithm (Equation 4) is passed through the data once.

\[ q_b(i) = \frac{k}{1 + C} q_b(i-1) + \frac{C}{1 + C} q(i), \text{ subject to } q_b(i) \leq q(i) \]

Equation 4

Where

- \( q_b(i) \) = the filtered baseflow response for the \( i \)th sampling instant
- \( q(i) \) = the original streamflow for the \( i \)th sampling instant
- \( k \) = filter parameter equivalent to the recession constant
- \( C \) = additional parameter value to alter the shape of the baseflow separation

In this form, it has been recommended that the parameter values be selected based on inspection of the shape of the resulting baseflow separation at the end of the quickflow, particularly for large events (Chapman and Maxwell, 1996). As such, this algorithm incorporates increased complexity (with two parameter values to fit) and additional subjectivity (as the selection of appropriate parameter values is no longer directly related to known processes). This algorithm has been applied to match flow path separation data for storm events from tracer studies (Chapman and Maxwell, 1996).

An alternative approach developed by Jakeman and Hornberger (1993) formulated the IHACRES method (Equation 5). This approach employs three parameters, adding complexity to partitioning of a reasonable baseflow estimate.

\[ q_b(i) = \frac{k}{1 + C} q_b(i-1) + \frac{C}{1 + C} [q(i) - \alpha q(i-1)], \text{ subject to } q_b(i) \leq q(i) \]

Equation 5

Where

- \( q_b(i) \) = the filtered baseflow response for the \( i \)th sampling instant
- \( q(i) \) = the original streamflow for the \( i \)th sampling instant
- \( k, C \) and \( \alpha \) = filter parameters

In a study which applied the above three methods to partition baseflow from streamflow data (Chapman, 1999), it was concluded that the two parameter algorithm (Equation 4) produced the most satisfactory results. However, Chapman achieved little success in applying optimisation techniques to identify suitable parameter values for this algorithm even when compared to data from tracer experiments, and noted the subjective nature of the parameter selection (specifically the \( C \) parameter) as an issue. Both Equation 3 and Equation 5 were observed to generate implausible separations for some catchments. In particular, Equation 3 has been observed to limit the BFI to 0.5, which is considered an unrealistic constraint particularly in locations where streamflow is largely fed by groundwater discharge (Tan et al, 2009b).
Alternative approaches have also been proposed that build on the digital filters presented above. Eckhardt (2005) developed a modified algorithm based on the theory that all one-parameter algorithms are special cases of a two-parameter relationship, which can be explained with the use of the recession constant (objectively defined) and the $BF_{\text{max}}$ (which cannot be measured).

\[
q_b(i) = \frac{k(1 - BF_{\text{max}}) + q_b(i-1) + (1 - k)BF_{\text{max}}q(i)}{1 - kBF_{\text{max}}}, \quad \text{subject to } q_b(i) \leq q(i)
\]

\textbf{Equation 6}

Where

\[
q_b(i) = \text{the filtered baseflow response for the } i\text{th sampling instant}
\]

\[
q(i) = \text{the original streamflow for the } i\text{th sampling instant for the first pass}
\]

\[
k = \text{filter parameter equivalent to the recession constant}
\]

\[
BF_{\text{max}} = \text{maximum value of the long term ratio of baseflow to total streamflow}
\]

The subjectivity that this approach is acknowledged by the author, who attempted to find typical $BF_{\text{max}}$ values for various classes of catchments, but notes that the analysis is far from complete. Despite this, the Eckhardt approach has been compared to other digital filters (specifically Equation 7) with good results, and it is considered that Equation 6 can reasonably reproduce baseflows estimated from manual separation or measured through field monitoring (Lim et al, 2005).

Consequently, literature concedes that digital filter algorithms that include more than one parameter are generally associated with subjectivity in determination of their parameter values (Tan et al, 2009b). Digital filters that are controlled using a single parameter value are more widely applied for hydrograph separation, particularly where the parameter value is represented by the recession constant which can be estimated through recession analysis. Such approaches reduce the uncertainty and subjectivity in the partitioning of baseflow from streamflow.

Lyne and Hollick (1978) developed an alternative baseflow separation filter that is described in Equation 7 and is based on the assumption that the filtering of baseflow from quickflow is analogous to the approach taken in the analysis of other high frequency signals.

\[
q_f(i) = kq_f(i-1) + \frac{[q(i) - q(i-1)] \times (1 + k)}{2}, \quad \text{subject to } q_f(i) \geq 0 \text{ and } q_b(i) = q(i) - q_f(i)
\]

\textbf{Equation 7}

Where

\[
q_b(i) = \text{the filtered baseflow response for the } i\text{th sampling instant}
\]

\[
q_f(i) = \text{the filtered quickflow response for the } i\text{th sampling instant}
\]

\[
q(i) = \text{the original streamflow for the } i\text{th sampling instant for the first pass}
\]

\[
k = \text{filter parameter, equivalent to the recession constant}
\]
Nathan and McMahon (1990) concluded that, when applied at a daily timestep, a filter parameter of 0.925 was most appropriate to their case study locations in southern Australia, and changing the parameter by ±3% impacted on the BFI by up to +14% and -26%. Work undertaken for the Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (SKM, 2007) that considered 11 catchments in Victoria, NSW and Queensland identified that there was no single value of the parameter that could be used universally to match the output baseflow index from a manual baseflow separation; rather, plausible baseflow separations were obtained when parameter values within the range of 0.90 – 0.99 were applied. The selection of an appropriate parameter value for different sized storm events was considered in Tan et al (2009b), which concluded that the recession constant is independent of the storm event but sensitive to catchment characteristics.

The filter is passed through the data three times (forwards, backwards and forwards again), with the \((i-1)\) sampling timestep replaced by \((i+1)\) for the backwards pass. After the first forwards pass, \(q(i)\) is replaced by the computed baseflow from the previous pass. These passes act to smooth the data.

Chapman and Maxwell (1996) are critical of the Lyne and Hollick filter due to its inherent assumption that the baseflow is constant when there is no quickflow. Chapman (1991) observed differences in the baseflows generated using Equation 3 and Equation 7, commenting that the Chapman method appeared to produce a more plausible result. However in that study, the filter was only passed over the data a single time, in contrast to the recommended three passes. This emphasises the importance of the multiple passes on the resulting partitioned baseflow. In contrast, Tan et al (2009b) compared Equation 3 and Equation 7 for 94 hydrograph records and observed no significant difference between the BFI obtained using the two methods, particularly when the parameter value was greater than 0.98. As the \(k\) value decreases, the difference in BFI of the two approaches increases, due to the maximum BFI constraint of 50% for the Chapman algorithm. Unrealistic baseflow hydrographs were produced using Equation 3 for parameter values less than 0.96, and that approach was not recommended for catchments fed largely from groundwater.

Whilst the approaches described previously have a more theoretical basis for application to baseflow, Equation 7 has been widely applied to catchments across Australia in Nathan and McMahon (1990), Nathan and Weinmann (1993), Neal et al (2004) and SKM (2007). Furthermore, Tan et al (2009a) observed that the technique was capable of reliably reproducing the physical processes of subsurface flow. Nathan and McMahon (1990) also observed that the Lyne and Hollick filter produced more stable estimates of the BFI compared to the smoothed minima technique, and was more suitable in cases with lower baseflow contributions. The digital filter was found to be a fast and objective method of separating baseflow from a continuous data set. The approach has also been successfully compared with graphical approaches (Arnold et al, 1995), the PART model (Rutledge, 1992; Rutledge and Daniel, 1994) and measured estimates of groundwater discharge to streams (Arnold and Allen, 1999) in American catchments. Mau and Winter (1997) observed that Equation 7 compared well with manual (graphical) procedures when a reasonable filter parameter value was applied, while Tan et al (2009a; 2009b) successfully compared the approach to graphical techniques and Equation 3 for catchments in Singapore, and Mugo and Sharma (1999) applied the technique in Kenya.
More recently, Schwartz (2007) developed an alternative baseflow separation algorithm that incorporates an exponential recession on the falling limb of the hydrograph, unlike many of the approaches described above. The approach requires the application of separate algorithms for the falling and rising limb components of the streamflow time series, as per Equation 8 and Equation 9 respectively.

For the falling limb: \( q_b(i) = q_b(i - 1) e^{-k} \), subject to \( k \geq 0 \)

Equation 8

Where \( q_b(i) = \) the filtered baseflow response for the \( i \)th sampling instant

\( k = \) filter parameter

For the rising limb: \( q_b(i) = q_b(i - 1) \exp\left(\frac{\alpha q(i)}{q_b(i - 1)}\right) \), subject to \( \alpha \geq 0 \)

Equation 9

Where \( q_b(i) = \) the filtered baseflow response for the \( i \)th sampling instant

\( \frac{q(i)}{q_b(i - 1)} = n^{-1} \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} q(i - j) \), representing the average observed discharge over the last \( n \) sampling instants

\( \alpha = \) filter parameter affecting the responsiveness to rising streamflow

For both components of the response, an additional parameter (\( \gamma \)) is introduced such that

\( q_b(i) \leq \gamma q(i) \) except when \( q_q(i) = 0 \) and \( q_b(i) > \gamma q(i) \)

Equation 10

This method requires hydrologic judgement in parameter selection, although the author regards this as advantageous since it provides the ability to modify the resulting baseflow series based on application specific needs. This method is deemed unsuitable for applications that require consistent comparisons of baseflow between sites (Schwartz, 2007).

Frolich (1994) developed an approach that made use of the master recession curve for the receding limb of the runoff event to establish a lower limit of baseflow, and took an average of the streamflow and this lower limit to derive the baseflow series. This approach results in a baseflow series that essentially follows a similar shape to the original streamflow series.

Principles of signal processing theory were utilised by Spongberg (2000) to optimise the isolation of baseflow. Fourier transformation was applied based on the assumption that baseflow is a low frequency component and runoff is a high frequency component of the streamflow time series. The signal processing challenge is a result of the overlapping frequency content of these two series. Fourier spectral analysis, specifically frequency transfer functions, were applied as a diagnostic tool to quantify the attenuation and phase altering characteristics of isolating baseflow as a function of frequency. The author concludes that each pass of a filter, such as the Lyne and Hollick filter, attenuates the baseflow signal. In combination with this, the magnitude of the filter
The parameter also impacts on the attenuation. Each pass of the filter also distorts the phase of the original streamflow time series, although reverse passes help to correct this effect. Spongberg (2000) recommends optimal application of the Lyne and Hollick filter, from a mathematical perspective, is achieved with two passes of the filter using a relatively large filter parameter value. This is considered to remove most of the runoff signal while minimising phase distortion and baseflow attenuation. However, the baseflow series that results from this approach does not exhibit the typical baseflow characteristics of a delayed peak relative to the streamflow peak. Hence, there is a compromise between achieving an optimal mathematical solution and a plausible baseflow series when applying this approach.

Typically, the algorithms presented above have been applied to daily streamflow data. For the purposes of quantifying baseflow contribution to flood events, it is necessary to consider streamflow data collected on a more frequent time step. This is necessary so as to capture the full variation in flows due to the rapid generation of runoff from rainfall within the catchment. Tularam and Ilahee (2008) considered the application of two models (consistent with Boughton, 1988) on an hourly basis, using the relationship in Equation 11.

\[ q_b(i) = aq(i) + (1 - a)q_b(i - 1), \text{ subject to } q_b(i) \leq q(i) \]

Equation 11

Where

- \( q_b(i) \) = the filtered baseflow response for the \( i \)th sampling instant
- \( q(i) \) = the original streamflow for the \( i \)th sampling instant
- \( a \) = filter parameter

In this assessment, the filter parameter represents a fraction of the quickflow and was selected by trial and error and sensitivity testing across a number of stream flow events. In practice, the application of this approach yields a baseflow series that appears to follow a somewhat unlikely shape, with a rapid increase around the time of the flow peak followed by a constant baseflow volume until the streamflow series is again intersected (Figure 5). In some instances, the separated baseflow intersects quite high up the streamflow hydrograph while in other instances the converse occurs, making it difficult to generate a plausible baseflow series across a range of flood event sizes,
Figure 5 Comparison of baseflow techniques for 1 in 1 year event at Little Yarra River, Victoria using hourly data

The testing of other baseflow separation processes (as described in Equation 3 to Equation 10) on an hourly basis was considered necessary to obtain a reasonable baseflow series for the purposes of this study.

### 3.3.3. Physically based approaches

Understanding of the general physical processes that result in baseflow is well documented. However, in most instances, detailed hydrogeological analysis has not been undertaken at study catchments to link the local conditions to the generalised theoretical concepts. Integrated groundwater and surface water process models attempt to do this, and offer an alternative approach to estimating baseflow. The explicit modelling of physical processes in models such as TOPOG and SHE can provide one of the best means of quantifying the absolute volume of groundwater flow. These models typically involve the concurrent calibration of groundwater and surface water models, allowing a good understanding of the relationships between surface and groundwater resources. Thus, baseflow can be determined based on the total stream flow and the groundwater levels, rather than subjective separation techniques.

However, these approaches are very demanding in terms of both resources and data due to the complexity of the models, and do not provide a simple method that can be rapidly applied across numerous case study locations.

More generalised theoretical approaches include that presented by Szilagyi and Parlange (1998; Szilagyi, 1999) which utilise the Boussinesq equation to describe the baseflow process. However such techniques only provide a solution for the receding limb of quickflow, and do not offer guidance on the shape of the baseflow under the flood event. Szilagyi and Parlange (1998) provide a simple option, and use straight line to connect the runoff hydrograph at the start of the event with the estimated baseflow peak. Lin et al (2007) present an alternative technique for
baseflow separation based on analytical solutions of the Horton infiltration capacity curve. The approach requires three parameter values to be determined via solution of simultaneous equations, which results in a complex method. However, the approach does reduce the subjectivity of the baseflow hydrograph rising limb that is a limitation of the method postulated by Szilagyi and Parlange (1998).

In seeking to estimate the shallow groundwater balance in a semi-arid catchment in Western Australia, Wittenberg and Sivapalan (1999) developed a method that uses baseflow recession analysis to estimate a storage-discharge relationship for the groundwater aquifer. An iterative approach is required to solve for the required parameters at different time steps, to establish seasonally appropriate parameters. Any improvement in accuracy gained from the more accurate recession characterisation would need to be considered in light of the increased computational effort to determine the appropriate parameters for each site.

Furey and Gupta (2001) proposed a physical filter based on a mass balance equation for baseflow from a hillside (Equation 12).

\[
q_b(i) = (1 - \gamma)q_b(i - 1) + \gamma \left( \frac{c_3}{c_1} \right) [q(i - d - 1) - q_b(i - d - 1)]
\]

**Equation 12**

Where

- \(q_b(i)\) = the filtered baseflow response for the \(i\)th sampling instant
- \(q(i)\) = the original streamflow for the \(i\)th sampling instant
- \(\gamma, c_1\), and \(c_3\) = physically based filter parameters
- \(d\) = recharge delay time

Parameter values for this approach are well defined in a physical sense. In this form, the Furey and Gupta method is considered to be more complex than most digital filters given that parameter values must be determined based on the analysis of other available data (Lin et al, 2007). Alternatively, manual manipulation of particular parameter values is suggested by the authors to improve the estimation of baseflow. The algorithm is applied forward in time, and is not subject to constraints, which results in the possibility that baseflow can exceed streamflow and be negative. Results presented in Furey and Gupta (2001) indicate that the algorithm works well over long timescales, but is frequently poor over shorter periods as the baseflow often exceeds streamflow unless the approach is constrained. A modified version of the algorithm was presented in Furey and Gupta (2003), which also provides time series estimates of soil moisture, however the baseflow estimates were observed to only marginally improve with the increased model complexity.

### 3.3.4. Approaches based on chemical composition

Information on stream chemical composition can be utilised to understand the source of various components of streamflow, such as, baseflow, overland flow, direct precipitation and subsurface storm flow. These approaches are based on tracing contaminant and conservative ion concentrations that occur in the various water sources, based on the assumption that the tracer concentrations are significantly different in each source.
Further details of baseflow partitioning methods that utilise chemical composition can be found in a number of references including Pilgrim et al (1979), Rice and Hornberger (1998) and Jones et al (2006).

The results of tracer studies have been used for comparison to baseflows generated through digital separation techniques, and generally, the outcomes of tracer studies have demonstrated that actual baseflow contribution is often vastly different to the baseflow series produced by partitioning the streamflow data using the methods described above. Newbury et al (1969) compared the approximations of two simple baseflow separations with the results obtained based on the dilution of the SO$_4^{2-}$ ion. The results of this geochemical analysis produced a more sharply varying response than that estimated by the simple separation methods. Chapman and Maxwell (1996) also compared their digital filters to tracer results in a number of catchments with similar observations. Chapman and Maxwell were able to replicate the sharp tracer response by arbitrarily modifying filter parameters until a reasonable fit was achieved.

Given that such methods require extensive monitoring of field conditions and that this data does not exist historically, the use of tracer studies are not considered relevant for application in this assessment, with a simpler and more widely applicable approach more appropriate.

3.4. Requirements of baseflow separation technique

Zhang et al (2005) identified the following three basic principles for hydrograph separation that are relevant for this current study:

1) The separated quickflow and baseflow hydrographs should follow the hydrological physical process;
2) The separated baseflow hydrograph should be consistent with the groundwater routing hydrograph; and
3) The hydrograph separation approach must have an objective and feasible procedure.

In general, the specific approach employed for the separation of baseflow from streamflow data depends on the nature of the study being undertaken. All baseflow separation techniques, either graphical or automated, are suitable for comparative analysis to ascertain the relative contributions between sites, or at the same site over time. However, in reality, accurate quantitative determination of the absolute magnitude of baseflows is not achievable without site specific knowledge of the local aquifer and streamflow characteristics, and further details of physical processes (such as those based on tracer studies).

For the purposes of understanding the contribution to a flood event, it is reasonable to approximate the baseflow volume through the application of an automated approach. In the context of this study, any number of the techniques described may be applicable for the separation of baseflow.
4. Selected baseflow separation technique

This current study seeks to develop a consistent approach to incorporating baseflow into design flood estimates. Baseflow has been the subject of much investigation in the past and a range of techniques are available to estimate its behaviour. The focus of this study is to quantify the magnitude of baseflow associated with flood events, regardless of the source of the water or the detailed and often complex physical processes which generate it. For this reason, the study has utilised automated baseflow separation techniques as an investigative tool, rather than more detailed models or field based chemical traces studies of groundwater and surface water interaction.

The literature reviewed in the previous section demonstrates that all automated baseflow separation approaches are somewhat arbitrary. However, research has also demonstrated that some approaches provide reasonable estimates of baseflow that are fit for purpose.

In order to identify an approach suitable for widescale application for this current study, a number of the methods summarised in Section 3 were tested. This section summarises the rationale used to select a baseflow separation technique for application in this study.

As identified in the literature review, most baseflow separation approaches have been developed for application on daily streamflow data. Given the focus of this project on flood events, it is necessary to identify a method that is suitable for the analysis of hourly streamflow data. A number of the methods identified in the literature review were tested for this purpose. Details of these trials are provided in Appendix A, and the key components of this analysis are summarised below.

Through the literature review process, it was observed that a small number of baseflow separation approaches were commonly applied in a number of the published studies. These include methods described by Chapman (1991; refer to Equation 3), Boughton (1993; Equation 4), Jakeman and Hornberger (1993; Equation 5) and Lyne and Hollick (1979; Equation 7). Given the limited success of some of the other methods trialled in Appendix A, it was considered relevant to focus the development of a method for hourly data around these well referenced approaches.

The Chapman, Boughton and Jakeman and Hornberger approaches were applied to daily data for the Styx River catchment in NSW, in a reproduction of the analysis presented in Chapman (1999). The outcomes of this application were consistent with those published, and demonstrated a number of features of the various approaches:

- The separated hydrographs using the Chapman and Boughton methods produce plausible results;
- The Boughton method produces the largest peaks in the baseflow hydrograph; and
- The Jakeman and Hornberger approach displays sharp peaks and rates of rise under the flood events. The baseflow recession lies well below the streamflow hydrograph.

These three methods were subsequently applied to hourly data, using consistent parameter values as fitted by Chapman and Maxwell (1999) to the daily data. The resulting hydrographs demonstrated the sensitivity of the approach to the time step of the data, and the necessity to
modify the parameter values to produce plausible outcomes using hourly streamflow records.

Through trial and error, the parameter values of the three methods were optimised to produce more realistic baseflow hydrographs using hourly data. In this process, the separated baseflow was checked for the following features:

- Rise of the baseflow hydrograph – a steep rise in baseflow at the commencement of the streamflow event may signify the inclusion of quickflow in the baseflow hydrograph;
- The timing of the peaks in the baseflow hydrograph – the baseflow hydrograph should peak after the streamflow hydrograph due to the storage-routing of the sub-surface storages;
- The steepness and magnitude of the peaks in the baseflow hydrograph should appear plausible relative to the total streamflow series;
- The baseflow recession behaviour in the log domain – the baseflow hydrograph will most likely follow an exponential decay function (a master recession curve), which should appear linear in the log domain; and
- General baseflow hydrograph behaviour in high and low flow periods, including the extent of interflow and quickflow in the baseflow hydrograph.

The resulting hydrographs were considered more plausible than those originally obtained using the published (daily) parameter values, however some limitations were still observed (Figure 6, presented on a log scale to accentuate the features). In particular the baseflow hydrographs produced using the Boughton and Jakeman and Hornberger methods did not rejoin the streamflow hydrograph. In contrast, the Chapman approach was reasonably consistent with that obtained using the daily data.

Figure 6 Baseflow separation using hourly data for the Styx River, NSW for October 1982
These methods were repeated for different events at the same location, as well as at additional locations to test whether the hourly parameter values were widely applicable without re-optimisation. The mixed results of these trials indicate:

- The Boughton and Jakeman and Hornberger methods appear to exclude some proportion of baseflow for the full duration of the data analysed, as the baseflow hydrographs do not rejoin the streamflow hydrograph (Figure 7).

- The baseflow separated using the Chapman approach appears plausible for some flow events (for example, the largest event in Figure 7), but not consistently across the entire record or at other locations. For instance, the separated baseflow series lies well below the total streamflow hydrograph for the early events in Figure 7 and the full duration of Figure 8.

Figure 7 Baseflow separation for different events using hourly data for the Styx River, NSW for August 1982
Further trials of these methods were undertaken, by modifying the parameter values used at different case study locations. The resulting separated baseflow series was not consistently reasonable. It was observed that when using hourly data, the parameter values that produced a reasonable approximation of baseflow were specific to the event and site of interest. Consistent with the comments in the literature review, the identification of the most suitable parameter values required manual testing and subjective judgement based on the resulting baseflow hydrograph in many instances. Furthermore, using these methods it was not possible to obtain parameter values that could be applied consistently to any number of flow events or case study sites.

While the original forms of the Chapman, Boughton and Jakeman and Hornberger methods required only a single pass of the filter forwards through the data of interest, the impact of applying additional passes was tested. This was trialled to investigate whether multiple passes of the filters would improve the separated baseflow estimation. However, consistent with the comments made by Spongberg (2000) regarding the impact of additional passes on phase distortion and baseflow attenuation, the application of additional passes of the Chapman, Boughton and Jakeman and Hornberger methods did not improve the appearance of the baseflow hydrograph. Rather, the resulting baseflow hydrograph was flattened and lowered even further (Figure 9).

**Figure 8 Baseflow separation using hourly data for Little Yarra River, Victoria for September 1933**

Further trials of these methods were undertaken, by modifying the parameter values used at different case study locations. The resulting separated baseflow series was not consistently reasonable. It was observed that when using hourly data, the parameter values that produced a reasonable approximation of baseflow were specific to the event and site of interest. Consistent with the comments in the literature review, the identification of the most suitable parameter values required manual testing and subjective judgement based on the resulting baseflow hydrograph in many instances. Furthermore, using these methods it was not possible to obtain parameter values that could be applied consistently to any number of flow events or case study sites.

While the original forms of the Chapman, Boughton and Jakeman and Hornberger methods required only a single pass of the filter forwards through the data of interest, the impact of applying additional passes was tested. This was trialled to investigate whether multiple passes of the filters would improve the separated baseflow estimation. However, consistent with the comments made by Spongberg (2000) regarding the impact of additional passes on phase distortion and baseflow attenuation, the application of additional passes of the Chapman, Boughton and Jakeman and Hornberger methods did not improve the appearance of the baseflow hydrograph. Rather, the resulting baseflow hydrograph was flattened and lowered even further (Figure 9).
Figure 9 Baseflow separation using multiple passes of the Boughton method using hourly data for Little Yarra River, Victoria for September 1993

It is acknowledged that further manipulation of the filter parameter values would likely have yielded plausible results for individual events when the Chapman, Boughton or Jakeman and Hornberger methods were applied. However, given the large number of events and sites for analysis in this study, the limited success in being able to uniformly apply these techniques was considered a limitation preventing widescale application. The need for manual adjustment of the parameter values for different events or different locations was considered impractical when attempting to apply the approach to several hundred sites across Australia.

In other studies (Evans and Neal, 2005), it was suggested that the Lyne and Hollick filter was the most appropriate technique for both regional studies and as input into local investigations. In the case of localised investigations, manual adjustment was suggested based on site specific hydrogeological and catchment knowledge. These observations were made based on the application of the method to daily data. The suitability of the approach to hourly data is not well understood. Consistent with the analysis undertaken for other methods as described above, the Lyne and Hollick filter was applied to hourly data using the traditional approach of three passes and a filter parameter value of 0.925. As observed for the other methods, it is not suitable to simply apply the daily approach to hourly data without some modification.

Adjustment to the filter parameter value applied in the separation was tested first. A range of filter parameter values were trialled (Figure 10), with the resulting baseflow hydrographs demonstrating both plausible and unrealistic features. For instance, lower filter parameter values (such as 0.90) tended to produce high peaks in the baseflow hydrograph, indicating the incorporation of quickflow in the baseflow series. Small increases in the filter parameter value (such as a parameter value of 0.95) reduced the peaky nature of the baseflow estimate, however also resulted in the baseflow series rejoining the streamflow hydrograph before the end of the runoff event. Further increases in the parameter value (parameter value 0.99) caused the baseflow series to be smoothed significantly, to the extent that it was only after many events that the hydrographs rejoined.
Further analysis was undertaken by assessing the impact of additional passes on the resulting baseflow series (Figure 11). For this purpose a ‘pass’ of the filter is applied in a single direction, either forwards or backwards, through the data. Each additional pass acts to smooth the baseflow hydrograph slightly and delay the peak of the baseflow. Both of these characteristics are relevant in obtaining a plausible baseflow hydrograph, consistent with the key features listed above. However, significant attenuation of the baseflow series is obtained when a large number of passes are applied. It was considered that a more plausible baseflow series was obtained when the number of passes was increased from the 3 passes applied in the traditional approach to the Lyne and Hollick filter.
Through this testing process, it was recognised that a combination of changes to the Lyne and Hollick filter may further improve the resulting baseflow estimate. To test this concept, a number of different parameter values were applied in combination with a number of different passes of the filter over the hourly data (Figure 12). Several different combinations are presented, ranging in parameter values from 0.9 to 0.95 and from 7 to 11 passes. These combinations were selected based on investigations into various combinations, and only the options considered most plausible are presented.
Figure 12 Baseflow separation using the Lyne and Hollick method with a combination of additional passes of the filter and various parameter values applied to hourly data for Little Yarra River, Victoria for September 1993

When considered on a logarithmic scale, further details of the baseflow separation are evident. In this instance, the magnitude of the baseflow peak for the separation achieved using a parameter value of 0.9 and 7 passes was considered to include elements of the runoff event. Increasing the parameter value to 0.925 (retaining 7 passes) reduces the magnitude of the baseflow peak, however results in a baseflow hydrograph that is equal to the streamflow hydrograph at times that still experience runoff. Increasing the number of passes helps to minimise this effect, although too many passes (11 passes, parameter value 0.925) can result in a significantly attenuated baseflow estimate.

As demonstrated for this single event, different combinations of parameter values and passes can result in similar baseflow hydrographs (refer to the separations for parameter value 0.925 with 9 passes, and parameter value 0.95 and 11 passes). These estimates of baseflow were considered to be the most plausible of all the trialled approaches, as:

- The rate of rise of the baseflow peaks does not noticeably capture quickflow.
- The baseflow peak is suitably delayed after the streamflow event.
- The baseflow peaks were of reasonable magnitude.
- The recessions appear linear in the log domain
- The approaches consistently produced hydrographs with these features across other events and other sites.

Given the similarity of these two baseflow separations, and that 0.925 is widely regarded to be a reasonable baseflow filter parameter (refer Nathan and McMahon, 1990), it was considered relevant to select the method that retained most consistency with the generally accepted form of
the Lyne and Hollick filter. To this end, the recommended approach takes the same format as that described in Equation 7, however the filter is applied 9 times across the hourly data with a filter parameter value of 0.925.

This slightly modified version of the Lyne and Hollick filter has been used to partition baseflow from the hourly streamflow time series data for the catchments selected in this ARR update project. Based on analysis at case study catchments, a parameter value of 0.925 applied nine times across the hourly data produces a plausible baseflow hydrograph for a range of event sizes at eight of the nine case study catchments (refer to Section 7).
5. Catchment selection

Streamflow data is available across Australia at approximately 10,000 streamflow gauging stations, which are located in a variety of landscapes and have recorded data over different periods of record. For the purposes of this study, only a selection of these are considered relevant for the development of a national approach to estimate baseflow contribution to the design flood peak. The selection of catchments for analysis in this study was undertaken using a number of selection criteria, including:

- Degree of upstream regulation;
- Availability of hourly data;
- Length of record; and
- Missing data.

Further details on the selection of catchments for analysis will be provided in a subsequent report that will accompany the data collation and catchment characteristics database.

Data for the case study catchment analysis were obtained from a range of sources, including:

- The Bureau of Meteorology, which provided data from its consolidated collection of streamflow data from across Australia.
- Thiess Hydrographic Services, as custodians of water data in Victoria, provided data as required.
- The Pineena 9 DVD database was used to source data for sites in NSW.
- The Water Information Branch of the Department of Water provided data for Western Australian catchments.

Appropriate acknowledgement of this data provision and associated licence agreements are provided in Section 12.
6. Data Analysis at Case Study Locations

6.1. Streamflow data accuracy

When applying an automated process that partitions the baseflow component from a streamflow series, the accuracy of the estimate of baseflow is dependent upon the accuracy of the gauge recording the streamflow data. The measurement error associated with streamflow gauges is typically in the order of 5-10%, depending on the stability of the channel cross section. For concrete V-notch weirs during low flow conditions, errors in streamflow could be as low as 1%, whilst errors will increase at high flows. These relatively low errors at low flows indicate that streamflow data accuracy does not inhibit the accurate estimation of baseflow during periods of low flows, other than at streamflow gauging stations with highly variable geomorphic conditions. In contrast, streamflow gauges may not always be rated to perform accurately at water levels that occur during flood events. In such instances, the flow is estimated based on extrapolation of the available gauging records. This may be a significant source of uncertainty for streamflow records associated with large flood events. The quality code for streamflow records should be reviewed before data is analysed for baseflow.

6.2. Streamflow data preparation

Streamflow data often contains missing data due to hydrographic equipment failures or events occurring outside of the range for which the streamflow recording equipment has been rated. Equipment failures are to a large extent unavoidable and some missing data is likely to occur in most streamflow records. Typically, baseflow separation requires processing using a continuous data series. This may involve the use of an infilling process to eliminate periods of missing data. In general, streamflow data infilling should be minimised because any baseflow signal identified in the infilled data will generally reflect the infilling technique and not the actual baseflow processes. An example of this is the use of regressions to infill streamflow data. If streamflow data is infilled from an adjacent streamflow gauge, then the baseflow properties of the infilled data will reflect those of the streamflow data used to infill the missing data, and may or may not reflect the behaviour in the catchment itself. Similarly, the use of a rainfall-runoff model will have a pre-defined baseflow recession constant, which may or may not reflect actual baseflow behaviour, depending on the suitability of the model calibration and the range of flows over which it is calibrated. If any infilling of data is undertaken, consideration should be given to the likely compatibility of baseflow properties between the raw data at the site of interest and the infilled data. There can be advantages in infilling streamflow data in baseflow studies if only short periods of data are missing. Having a complete record allows baseflow statistics to be prepared for different seasons using a comparable length of record. Neal et.al. (2004) adopted a maximum extent of infilled data of 5% of the record for use in regional baseflow assessment, which is a reasonable guide for local investigations as well.

For this study, periods of missing data were infilled using linear interpolation. This produced a continuous time series which was used for the separation of baseflow. These periods of missing data were subsequently removed from the data series for analysis purposes, so as to ensure that flood events extracted from the data did not include periods of missing and poor quality.
data. Essentially, the infilling process was undertaken to ensure that the separated baseflow was not impacted upon by the boundary conditions associated with missing periods.

Data analysis in this study was undertaken following a thorough review of the quality codes associated with the hourly and daily records. Any data that was of questionable quality was eliminated from the analysis.

In instances where other hydrogeological factors mimic or interfere with the baseflow signal (as discussed in Section 2), baseflow separation should not be attempted without treatment of the data and even then with caution. This can be achieved by either accounting for those upstream influences in the streamflow data at the gauging station location, or by undertaking baseflow separation on inflows between streamflow gauging stations. In both cases, flow monitoring errors are likely to compound and hence there is much scope for variability and uncertainty in baseflow estimates. Baseflow should be relatively stable (or follow an exponential decay function in the absence of catchment rainfall) on successive days, so comparison of baseflow estimates on successive days will give an indication of the uncertainty in those estimates.

6.3. Identification of flood events

At each case study catchment location, analysis was undertaken to extract flood events using the peaks over threshold approach. In order to capture a full spectrum of flood event sizes, the number of events extracted was equal to four times the number of years of streamflow data available. Independence between events was defined based on a minimum interval of 7 days and a minimum difference in the magnitude of successive events of 75%.

This analysis produced the date and magnitude of the relevant flood events. The Generalised Pareto Distribution was fitted to these events by L-moments to identify the Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) associated with each flood event. The range in event sizes extracted depended on the availability of streamflow data at the particular location, however event ARIs typically ranged between less than 0.5 years to greater than 50 years.

To enable the calculation of statistics for each flood event, it was necessary to identify the start and end of the event. There is some difficulty and subjectivity associated with this, as there is conjecture around identifying the point at which quickflow is assumed to cease. Even the most sophisticated baseflow separation techniques are constrained by this uncertainty.

For the purposes of this study, the start and end of each event were defined via an automated approach, so as to minimise the subjectivity associated with the decision and to ensure a consistent approach was applied across all case study catchments and events. This automated process calculated the difference between the baseflow and streamflow series, and identified instances where this difference was minimised. A moving average with a duration of 23 hours was also applied to the difference between the baseflow and streamflow, and minimums in the moving average were identified. The start and end of each event was determined by the occurrence of both a local and moving average minimum within a consecutive 23 hour period. The moving average was incorporated into this process to prevent any small local minima from being misinterpreted as the start or end of the event. This approach ensured that instances of slight fluctuations in the streamflow or baseflow data did not trigger the start or end of the event.
Figure 13 demonstrates the outcomes of this approach for a multi-peaked event on the Bell River at Newrea (streamflow gauge site 421018) – each fluctuation in streamflow that occurs during the main component of the event takes place over such a short period of time that the variations in flow do not trigger the criteria for the start or end of the event.

Figure 13 Hydrograph demonstrating the automated approach to baseflow separation and identification of start and end of a multi-peaked runoff event on the Bell River at Newrea, NSW for January 1984

In contrast, fluctuations that occur over longer durations do tend to trigger the criteria for the start and end of events. For example, the automated approach considers the events in Figure 14 to be independent.
Using this approach, each of the flood events identified through the flood frequency analysis was characterised.

This method was largely successful across the case study sites, and a manual review of the hydrograph for each event was undertaken to confirm the outcomes. In some instances, it is recognised that a more technically correct definition of the event could be achieved through manual manipulation of the start and/or end dates. Such instances were infrequent for the case study catchments presented in this report. Consequently, this approach was adopted as it was considered to robustly eliminate the subjectivity around the definition of event start and end. Furthermore, the method was considered reasonable, given the statistics of interest for analysis (refer to the following section) in this study.

However, it is recognised that further development of the method may be required to ensure the approach reasonably identifies all events at all locations. In particular, one of the eight case study catchments (stream gauge site 606001, Deep River at Teds Pool in Western Australia) was analysed using this approach, however the outcomes were less plausible than at the other case study locations. This location is situated in the south-west of Western Australia, where the local hydrogeological conditions result in a unique streamflow and baseflow response. Further details regarding this case study location are provided in Section 7.8.

Given this phase of the study is focussed around the development of the method and testing at a small number of case study sites, the analysis produced generally positive results. However, there may be a need for further refinement or regionalisation once the approach is applied to further catchments across Australia.
6.4. Statistical analysis of baseflow characteristics

For each event identified at each of the case study locations, a range of baseflow related statistics have been calculated. These statistics have been selected to provide a means to assess baseflow contributions to streamflow events. Considering the example hydrograph presented in Figure 15, the statistics of interest include:

1) The event baseflow index (BFI), which is given by the total baseflow volume for the duration of the event divided by the total streamflow volume. This is the ratio of the shaded areas in the example hydrograph.

2) Ratio of the baseflow at the time of the streamflow peak (B) to the peak streamflow (A), given by B/A.

3) Ratio of the peak baseflow (C) to the peak streamflow (A), given by C/A.

The timing associated with these key features is also collated for each event.

![Figure 15 Flow hydrograph for an event at Victorian site 229214 (Little Yarra River at Yarra Junction) displaying key features](image)

Each of the statistics above were extracted for each flow event, and the collection of these statistics at a particular site was presented as a scatter plot against the ARI of the total flow event (ie: runoff + baseflow).

The BFI represents the relative contribution of baseflow to total streamflow on a standardised basis for comparison between sites along a river with different upstream catchment areas and in different catchments. For a particular event, the BFI is given by the ratio of the lower shaded area to the total shaded area in the example hydrograph in Figure 15.

The baseflow index is generally regarded as an indicator of the hydrogeological conditions in a particular catchment. The Institute of Hydrology (1980) presents typical baseflow index ranges for particular rock types and regolith. Sinclair Knight Merz (2003) developed a prediction equation to estimate baseflow index in ungauged catchments in Victoria using catchment characteristics. These characteristics included vegetation cover and rainfall (indicators of input water into groundwater and surface water), stream frequency (an indicator of potential connectivity of groundwater to surface water drainage lines) and soil permeability rating (an
indicator of hydraulic conductivity and transmissivity). This enables baseflow properties to be estimated in catchments with no streamflow gauging information or with streamflow conditions not amenable to a baseflow separation.

Whilst long-term average baseflow index is generally regarded as an indicator of hydrogeologic conditions, it is important to remember that baseflow index is a measure relative to total streamflow. Over short time intervals, baseflow index will generally reflect fluctuations in quickflow rather than changes in baseflow. During extended dry periods the baseflow index will be equal to 1.0, whilst during flood events, the baseflow index will be close to zero. This is important to note for the purposes of this study, as different sized flood events will respond with different BFI ratios.

Research has shown that there is a clear gradient in baseflow index from the southern Murray-Darling Basin in Victoria to the northern Murray-Darling Basin in Queensland (Neal et al, 2004). This was attributed to the prevalence of either summer dominant or winter dominant rainfall regimes in these different parts of eastern Australia. The likely influence of the climate regime on baseflow index is supported by the statistical significance of rainfall in the regional prediction equation for baseflow index developed in Sinclair Knight Merz (2003). The outcomes of this study will provide information on the link between event BFI and the size of the flood event.
7. **Case Study Catchments**

A supporting report (SKM, in preparation) will be completed for delivery in conjunction with the data collation and catchment characteristics database. This additional report will outline the selection criteria to identify catchments for analysis in ARR Update Project 7, and will contain a complete list of sites selected. Of these, a section of case study catchments were chosen for analysis in this first phase of the project. These sites were identified based on spatial coverage, and to capture a range of climate, hydrological and hydrogeological conditions across Australia. These case studies provide a reasonable basis from which to develop the method that will ultimately be applied across the complete list of selected sites. Figure 16 indicates the location of these case study catchments across Australia, and Table 1 provides further details of the catchment locations. Additional catchment characteristics are summarised in Appendix B. Further details on the catchment characteristics and the data extraction process are contained in a supporting report and database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site number</th>
<th>Site name</th>
<th>Catchment area (km²)</th>
<th>Period of record (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>110003a</td>
<td>Barron River at Picnic Crossing (Queensland)</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145018a</td>
<td>Burnett Creek upstream of Maroon Dam (Queensland)</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204041</td>
<td>Orara River at Bawden Bridge (New South Wales)</td>
<td>1637</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>421018</td>
<td>Bell River at Newrea (New South Wales)</td>
<td>1248</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223202</td>
<td>Tambo River at Swifts Creek (Victoria)</td>
<td>903</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229214</td>
<td>Little Yarra River at Yarra Junction (Victoria)</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>803002s</td>
<td>Leonard River at Mt Herbert (Western Australia)</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>606001</td>
<td>Deep River at Teds Pool (Western Australia)</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.1. Barron River at Picnic Crossing, Queensland (110003A)

7.1.1. Catchment Description

The Barron River is located in northern Queensland, within a tropical environment. The upper reaches of the river (upstream of Tinaroo Falls Dam) are unregulated. A high degree of agricultural activity occurs in the upper Barron River, with the original vegetation cleared from much of the catchment. The streamflow gauge at Picnic Crossing is situated immediately upstream of the Tinarroo Falls Dam, approximately 70 km south of Cairns. Appendix B provides details of the catchment characteristics at the site.

7.1.2. Flow Characteristics

The flow characteristics for Barron River at Picnic Crossing are presented in Table 2. The streamflow gauging station at this location (site 110003a) has been in operation since 1925, and recorded continuously over that time. The flow is highly seasonal, with significant events occurring primarily in autumn and summer months. Maximum hourly flows greater than 1000 m$^3$/s have been recorded, all occurring in autumn. No cease to flow events have been recorded at this location (Figure 17). Almost 400 gaugings have been recorded at this location, with the maximum gauging reflecting an ARI of 30 years. The Barron River is a naturally perennial stream, with baseflow thought to contribute to the flow of the local creeks, particularly in the upper catchment (SKM, 2007).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start of record</td>
<td>November 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of record</td>
<td>July 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of record (years)</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of missing data (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum recorded hourly flow (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>1037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum recorded hourly flow (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of time of cease to flow events (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum gauged flow (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARI of maximum gauged flow (years)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of time hourly flow is greater than maximum gauged flow (%)</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of events extracted (%)</td>
<td>Dec-Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mar-May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>June-Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sep-Nov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
More than 300 events over 83 years were extracted for the flood frequency analysis at the Barron River site (Figure 18). The majority of these events occurring from December to May, which includes the wet season in northern Australia. Figure 19 provides a summary of the range in event sizes that occur in each season. The average size of events is between 10 m$^3$/s and 63 m$^3$/s, however the biggest events are significantly larger.
Figure 19 Seasonality of events, Barron River at Picnic Crossing (110003A). The box represents the magnitude of the mean flow event, and the whiskers represent the full range of events analysed for this study.

7.1.3. Baseflow Analysis

Nine passes of the Lyne and Hollick filter, with a parameter value of 0.925, were applied to extract the baseflow for each event at the Barron River site. Sample hydrographs are presented in Figure 20 and key statistics are summarised in Table 3. The variation in these statistics for different event sizes is presented in Figure 21. In general, the contribution of baseflow is greatest for smaller events and decreases with increasing ARI (Figure 21a and Figure 21b). The variability in these proportional statistics (indicated by the scatter in the data points) is greatest for smaller events, and decreases with ARI.

In contrast, the absolute magnitude of the baseflow tends to increase with ARI (Figure 21c). The degree of variability in this measure of baseflow is less than that observed in Figure 21a and Figure 21b, and tends to increase with increasing flood size. The high degree of scatter in Figure 21a-c is reflected in the low $r^2$ values, which are approximately 0.3 for each case.

Further plots are also presented in Appendix C, which demonstrates similar responses when the peak baseflow is considered.

Table 3 Baseflow statistics, Barron River at Picnic Crossing (110003a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>BFI of event</th>
<th>Ratio of baseflow under streamflow peak : streamflow peak</th>
<th>Ratio of baseflow peak : streamflow peak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 20 Sample hydrographs demonstrating the streamflow and baseflow characteristics for a range of events, Barron River at Picnic Crossing (110003A): (a) ARI of 138 years, (b) ARI of 0.87 years, (c) ARI of 0.44 years
Figure 21 (a) Variation in event BFI with ARI of total flow peak, (b) Ratio of baseflow under streamflow peak to peak streamflow, (c) Absolute magnitude of baseflow under streamflow peak, Barron River at Picnic Crossing (110003a)
7.2. Burnett Creek upstream of Maroon Dam, Queensland (145018a)

7.2.1. Catchment Description

The Burnett Creek is located in the upper reaches of the Logan River catchment, southern Queensland. The Burnett Creek gauging station of interest (upstream of Maroon Dam) is south of Brisbane. Appendix B summarises the key catchment characteristics at the site.

7.2.2. Flow Characteristics

The flow characteristics at the gauge location are presented in Table 4. This gauging location has been in operation since 1970, and has maintained regular records of flows over this time. Approximately 6% of the hourly flow record is missing or of poor quality. The maximum recorded flow is just over 375 m$^3$/s, while cease to flow events represent approximately 6% of the flow record (Figure 22). The maximum gauged measurement at the site was taken in 1971, and represents an event with ARI of 0.6 years. Approximately 0.23% of the flow record is above this gauged measurement. The largest flow events occur over the period December to February. The other seasons experience events of approximately half the magnitude of these peak flows.

Table 4 Streamflow characteristics for Burnett Creek upstream of Maroon Dam (145018a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start of record</td>
<td>May 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of record</td>
<td>October 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of record (years)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of missing data (%)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum recorded hourly flow (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum recorded hourly flow (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of time of cease to flow events (%)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum gauged flow (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARI of maximum gauged flow</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of time hourly flow is greater than maximum gauged flow (%)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of events extracted (%)</td>
<td>Dec-Feb 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal maximum flow event (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>Mar-May 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>June-Aug 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sep-Nov 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 22 Flow duration curve, Burnett Creek upstream of Maroon Dam (145018a)

Figure 23 presents the flood frequency analysis for the Burnett Creek site. This analysis was undertaken using 154 events spanning 38 years. The largest of these events occur in the months of December, January and February. The range in event size is also greatest during these months (Figure 24).

Figure 23 Flood frequency analysis, Burnett Creek upstream of Maroon Dam (145018a)
7.2.3. Baseflow Analysis

Nine passes of the Lyne and Hollick filter, with a parameter value of 0.925, were applied to the hourly streamflow data at the site to extract the baseflow for each event. Sample hydrographs are presented in Figure 25 and key statistics are summarised in Table 5. The variation in these statistics is presented in Figure 26, with further details provided in Appendix B. The BFI and ratio of baseflow at the time of the streamflow peak to the peak streamflow tend to decrease with increasing event size. The degree of scatter associated with this response also tends to decrease as the event size increases.

In contrast, the magnitude of the baseflow at the time of the streamflow peak increases as the ARI of the total flow increases. Greater scatter and variability in the data is evident for larger event sizes.

The significant scatter in the data in Figure 26a-c results in low $r^2$ values for the fitted trendlines. The best fit is observed for Figure 26a, with a fit of approximately 0.3. The other lines have an $r^2$ value of 0.03.

Table 5 Baseflow statistics, Burnett Creek upstream of Maroon Dam (145018a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>BFI of event</th>
<th>Ratio of baseflow under streamflow peak : streamflow peak</th>
<th>Ratio of baseflow peak : streamflow peak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 25 Sample hydrographs demonstrating the streamflow and baseflow characteristics for a range of events, Burnett Creek upstream of Maroon Dam (145018a): (a) ARI of 55 years, (b) ARI of 0.51 years, (c) ARI of 0.25 years
Figure 26 (a) Variation in BFI with ARI of total flow peak, (b) Ratio of baseflow under streamflow peak to peak streamflow, Burnett Creek (c) Absolute magnitude of baseflow under streamflow peak, Burnett Creek upstream of Maroon Dam (145018a)
7.3. Orara River at Bawden Bridge, New South Wales (204041)

7.3.1. Catchment Description

The Orara River is located in northern New South Wales, commencing in the mountainous region of the Great Dividing Range near to Coffs Harbour. Appendix B summarises the key characteristics for the catchment.

7.3.2. Flow Characteristics

The flow characteristics at the gauge location are presented in Table 6. The streamflow gauge at Bawden Bridge commenced operation in 1960, and data for 46 years was available for this study. Over this period, approximately 7.5% of hourly data records were missing or of poor quality. Cease to flow events occur over approximately 0.2% of the record (Figure 27). The maximum gauged measurement at the site was recorded during a largest flood event on record. The greatest floods occur from March to May, and the smallest events occur in June, July and August.

Table 6 Streamflow characteristics for Orara River at Bawden Bridge (204041)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start of record</td>
<td>June 1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of record</td>
<td>Feb 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of record (years)</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of missing data (%)</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum recorded hourly flow (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>2365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum recorded hourly flow (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of time of cease to flow events (%)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum gauged flow (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>2832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARI of maximum gauged flow</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of time hourly flow is greater than maximum gauged flow (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of events (%)</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal maximum flow (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>1251</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dec-Feb</th>
<th>Mar-May</th>
<th>June-Aug</th>
<th>Sep-Nov</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1251</td>
<td>2366</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>1451</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 27 Flow duration curve, Orara River at Bawden Bridge (204041)

Figure 28 presents the flood frequency analysis for the site. Over 180 events were analysed for the catchment, extracted from over 45 years of streamflow data. The majority of these flow events occur from December to May, with the largest range in event size occurring in March, April and May (Figure 29). Despite fewer events occurring from September to November, the events during this season can be reasonably large.

Figure 28 Flood frequency analysis, Orara River at Bawden Bridge (204041)
Figure 29 Seasonality of events, Orara River at Bawden Bridge (204041). The box represents the magnitude of the mean flow event, and the whiskers represent the full range of events analysed for this study.

7.3.3. Baseflow Analysis

Nine passes of the Lyne and Hollick filter, with a parameter value of 0.925, were applied to extract the baseflow for each event. Sample hydrographs are presented in Figure 30 and key statistics are summarised in Table 7. Figure 31a displays the variation in BFI with ARI. In general, as the event size increases, the BFI decreases. Figure 31b displays a similar trend for the ratio of the baseflow at the time of the streamflow peak to the peak streamflow. In both these figures, a large amount of scatter is evident for small events. The variability in the relationship generally reduces with ARI.

In contrast, the absolute magnitude of the baseflow at the time of the streamflow peak tends to increase as the ARI increases (Figure 31c). Variability in this measure tends to increase with event size. The goodness of fit measure ($r^2$) for all components of Figure 31 is low, indicating the poor correlation of these models.

Additional plots are presented in Appendix C, which display similar trends for the baseflow peak.

Table 7 Baseflow statistics, Orara River at Bawden Bridge (204041)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>BFI of event</th>
<th>Ratio of baseflow under streamflow peak : streamflow peak</th>
<th>Ratio of baseflow peak : streamflow peak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 30 Sample hydrographs demonstrating the streamflow and baseflow characteristics for a range of events Orara River at Bawden Bridge (204041): (a) ARI of 28 years, (b) ARI of 1 year, (c) ARI of 0.25 years
Figure 31 (a) Variation in event BFI with ARI of total flow peak, (b) Ratio of baseflow under streamflow peak to peak streamflow, (c) Absolute magnitude of baseflow under streamflow peak, Orara River at Bawden Bridge (204041)
7.4. Bell River at Newrea, New South Wales (421018)

7.4.1. Catchment Description

The Bell River is located in central New South Wales, in the Macquarie River Basin. The catchment has an area of 1248 km². Further details of the catchment characteristics are provided in Appendix B.

7.4.2. Flow Characteristics

The flow characteristics at the gauge location are presented in Table 8. The streamflow gauge at this site commenced operation in 1973 and has been operating continuously since that time. The maximum flow recorded at the site is greater than 1000 m³/s, whilst cease to flow periods account for over 1% of the record (Figure 32). Almost 400 gaugings have been measured at the site, with all high flow events captured within the extent of these gauging records. The maximum gauged flow was measured at the time of the largest flood event, and captured the peak of the event. The maximum recorded hourly flow in Table 8 reflects the average hourly conditions, which is slightly lower than the instantaneous flood peak captured in the gauging measurements.

Table 8 Streamflow characteristics for Bell River at Newrea (421018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start of record</td>
<td>May-1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of record</td>
<td>Jan-2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of record (years)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of missing data (%)</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum recorded hourly flow (m³/s)</td>
<td>1189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum recorded hourly flow (m³/s)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of time of cease to flow events (%)</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum gauged flow (m³/s)</td>
<td>1238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARI of maximum gauged flow</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of time hourly flow is greater than maximum gauged flow (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dec-Feb</th>
<th>Mar-May</th>
<th>June-Aug</th>
<th>Sep-Nov</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>883</td>
<td>942</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>587</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 32 Flow duration curve, Bell River at Newrea (421018)

Figure 33 presents the flood frequency analysis for Bell River at Newrea, which was undertaken using 120 events from the time series. The seasonality of these events is presented in Figure 34. The average event size (shown by the solid box) is reasonably consistent across the seasons. The largest events tend to occur from March to August, although events occurring from December to February are also reasonably large. Most events occur over the period from June to November.

Figure 33 Flood frequency analysis, Bell River at Newrea (421018)
7.4.3. Baseflow Analysis

Nine passes of the Lyne and Hollick filter, with a parameter value of 0.925, were applied to extract the baseflow for each event at the Bell River site. Sample hydrographs are presented in Figure 35 and key statistics are summarised in Table 3. The variation in these statistics for different event sizes is presented in Figure 36a and Figure 36b. In general, a downwards trend is observed, demonstrating that the ratio of baseflow tends to reduce as the magnitude of the total flow event increases. Additionally, the variability associated with these trends also reduces as ARI increase.

In contrast, Figure 36c displays the absolute magnitude of the absolute baseflow under the streamflow peak, which increases as the flood magnitude increases. The scatter associated with this relationship tends to increase with increasing flood event size. The trendlines fitted in Figure 36a-c indicate a poor correlation in the data, with $r^2$ values less than 0.25.

Additional plots are presented in Appendix C, which display similar trends for the baseflow peak.

**Table 9 Baseflow statistics, Bell River at Newrea (421018)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>BFI of event</th>
<th>Ratio of baseflow under streamflow peak : streamflow peak</th>
<th>Ratio of baseflow peak : streamflow peak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 34 Seasonality of events, Bell River at Newrea (421018). The box represents the magnitude of the mean flow event, and the whiskers represent the full range of events analysed for this study.
Figure 35 Sample hydrographs demonstrating the streamflow and baseflow characteristics for a range of events Bell River at Newrea (421018): (a) ARI of 22 years (b) ARI of 2 years (c) ARI of 0.26 years
Figure 36 (a) Variation in event BFI with ARI of total flow peak, (b) Ratio of baseflow under streamflow peak to peak streamflow, (c) Absolute magnitude of baseflow under streamflow peak, Bell River at Newrea (421018)
7.5. Tambo River at Swifts Creek, Victoria (223202)

7.5.1. Catchment Description

Tambo River is located in eastern Victoria, commencing in the alpine region of Victoria and flowing south to the Gippsland Lakes at the coast. The Swifts Creek gauging location has a catchment area of approximately 900km². Further catchment details are provided in Appendix B.

7.5.2. Flow Characteristics

The streamflow gauge at Swifts Creek has been in operation since 1947. Since that time, the gauge has moved slightly twice, however these changes are not considered significant in terms of data continuity. The data analysed for this study consists of a continuous record of data captured at the three locations (223202a, 223202b and 223202c). The flow characteristics at the gauge location are presented in Table 10. A small proportion of the cease to flow events occur at the site (Figure 37).

Table 10 Streamflow characteristics for Tambo River at Swifts Creek (223202)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start of record</td>
<td>June 1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of record</td>
<td>June 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of record (years)</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of missing data (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum recorded hourly flow (m³/s)</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum recorded hourly flow (m³/s)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of time of cease to flow events (%)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum gauged flow (m³/s)</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARI of maximum gauged flow</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of time hourly flow is greater than maximum gauged flow (%)</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dec-Feb</th>
<th>Mar-May</th>
<th>June-Aug</th>
<th>Sep-Nov</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of events extracted (%)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal maximum flow (m³/s)</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 37 Flow duration curve, Tambo River at Swifts Creek (223202)

Figure 38 presents the flood frequency analysis for the Tambo River site. Almost 250 events spanning over 60 years were analysed for this location. The majority of flood events occur in September to November, however these events tend to be smaller than the events that occur from December to February and June to August (Figure 39).

Figure 38 Flood frequency analysis, Tambo River at Swifts Creek (223202)
7.5.3. Baseflow Analysis

Nine passes of the Lyne and Hollick filter, with a parameter value of 0.925, were applied to extract the baseflow for each event. Sample hydrographs are presented in Figure 40 and key statistics are summarised in Table 11. Variation in the BFI with the ARI of the total flow event is presented in Figure 41a. A large degree of scatter is evident, particularly for smaller events. However, the general trend demonstrates that BFI decreases as the event size increases. Figure 41b displays a similar result for the ratio of the baseflow under the streamflow peak to the peak streamflow.

In contrast, the absolute magnitude of the baseflow under the streamflow peak and the degree of scatter in this statistic tend to increase for larger events (Figure 41c). The trendlines in Figure 41 demonstrate a poor correlation, with low $r^2$ values. Additional scatter plots for other statistics are presented in Appendix B.

Table 11 Baseflow statistics, Tambo River at Swifts Creek (223202)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>BFI of event</th>
<th>Ratio of baseflow under streamflow peak : streamflow peak</th>
<th>Ratio of baseflow peak : streamflow peak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 39 Seasonality of events, Tambo River at Swifts Creek (223202). The box represents the magnitude of the mean flow event, and the whiskers represent the full range of events analysed for this study.
Figure 40 Sample hydrographs demonstrating the streamflow and baseflow characteristics for a range of events, Tambo River at Swifts Creek (223202): (a) ARI of 106 years, (b) ARI of 0.77 years, (c) ARI of 0.33 years
Figure 41 (a) Variation in event BFI with ARI of total flow peak, (b) Ratio of baseflow under streamflow peak to peak streamflow, (c) Absolute magnitude of baseflow under streamflow peak, Tambo River at Swifts Creek (223202)
7.6. Little Yarra River at Yarra Junction, Victoria (229214)

7.6.1. Catchment Description

The Little Yarra River is located in Victoria, commencing in the Yarra Ranges to the east of Melbourne. The upper reaches of the catchment are heavily forested, with logging occurring in some areas. Appendix B summarises the catchment characteristics at the site.

7.6.2. Flow Characteristics

The flow characteristics at the gauge location are displayed in Table 12. The streamflow gauge at this site commenced operation in 1963, and has recorded continuously since that time. The average daily flow ranges between 0.11 m$^3$/s and 21.6 m$^3$/s, whereas maximum hourly flows of over 60 m$^3$/s have been recorded. No cease to flow events are recorded at this location, as displayed in the flow duration curve (Figure 42). Over 300 gaugings have been measured at this site since it opened, with the maximum gauging representing an event with ARI of approximately 39 years.

Table 12 Streamflow characteristics for Little Yarra River at Yarra Junction (site 229214)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start of record</td>
<td>April 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of record</td>
<td>January 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of record (years)</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of missing data (%)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum recorded hourly flow (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum recorded hourly flow (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of time of cease to flow events (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum gauged flow (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARI of maximum gauged flow</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of time hourly flow is greater than maximum gauged flow (%)</td>
<td>0.004%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proportion of events extracted (%)</th>
<th>Dec-Feb</th>
<th>Mar-May</th>
<th>June-Aug</th>
<th>Sep-Nov</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proportional events</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seasonal maximum flow event (m$^3$/s)</th>
<th>Dec-Feb</th>
<th>Mar-May</th>
<th>June-Aug</th>
<th>Sep-Nov</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proportional events</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 42 Flow duration curve, Little Yarra River at Yarra Junction (site 229214)

Figure 43 displays the flood frequency analysis for the site, undertaken using information on 180 events over 45 years of data. The bulk of these events occur in winter and spring. Figure 44 provides a summary of the range in event sizes that occur in each season, with the solid box representing the average event size and the bars extending to the maximum and minimum event sizes. The average event size is reasonably consistent regardless of the season. The largest events tend to occur from June to November (maximum ARI of 80 years), whereas the largest event to occur in the period between March to May has an ARI of 5 years.

Figure 43 Flood frequency analysis, Little Yarra River at Yarra Junction (site 229214)
7.6.3. Baseflow analysis

Baseflow separation of the hourly streamflow data was undertaken using 9 passes of the Lyne and Hollick filter (each pass represents filtering in a single direction), with a parameter value of 0.925 (refer to Figure 45 for sample hydrographs). The statistics described in Section 6.4 were calculated for each flood event at the site. Table 13 summarises these statistics for all flood events analysed. The variation in these statistics for different event sizes is presented in Figure 46a and Figure 46b. A slight downwards trend in all statistics are observed as event ARI increases. The ratio of the baseflow under the streamflow peak to the peak streamflow produces the strongest relationship, although both statistics display a high degree of variability for small event sizes. The absolute magnitude of the baseflow under the streamflow peak is presented in Figure 46c, and displays an upward trend with baseflow increasing as ARI of the total flow increases. Additional scatter plots for other statistics are presented in Appendix B. The relationships in Figure 46 all have a poor fit, with low $r^2$ values.

Table 13 Baseflow statistics, Little Yarra River at Yarra Junction (site 229214)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>BFI of event</th>
<th>Ratio of baseflow under streamflow peak : streamflow peak</th>
<th>Ratio of baseflow peak : streamflow peak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 44 Seasonality of events, Little Yarra River at Yarra Junction (site 229214). The box represents the magnitude of the mean flow event, and the whiskers represent the full range of events analysed for this study.
Figure 45 Sample hydrographs demonstrating the streamflow and baseflow characteristics for a range of events, Little Yarra River at Yarra Junction (229214): (a) ARI of 49 years, (b) ARI of 1.5 years, (c) ARI of 0.5 years
Figure 46 (a) Variation in event BFI with ARI of total flow peak, (b) Ratio of baseflow under streamflow peak to peak streamflow, (c) Absolute magnitude of baseflow under streamflow peak, Little Yarra River at Yarra Junction (229214)
7.7. Lennard River at Mt Herbert, Western Australia (803002S)

7.7.1. Catchment Description

The Lennard River is situated in northern Western Australia, in the Kimberley region, inland from Derby. The site at Mt Herbert has a catchment area of 440km². Further catchment specific information is provided in Appendix B.

7.7.2. Flow Characteristics

The flow characteristics at the gauge location are presented in Table 14. The streamflow gauge at this site commenced operation in 1967 and closed in 1999. Over this time, 31 years of data was collated, with approximately 4% missing. The flow is ephemeral, with extended periods of cease to flow (Figure 47).

Table 14 Streamflow characteristics for Lennard River at Mount Herbert (803002s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start of record</td>
<td>October 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of record</td>
<td>August 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of record (years)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of missing data (%)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum recorded hourly flow (m³/s)</td>
<td>1375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum recorded hourly flow (m³/s)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of time of cease to flow events (%)</td>
<td>42.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum gauged flow (m³/s)</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARI of maximum gauged flow</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of time hourly flow is greater than maximum gauged flow (%)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of events extracted (%)</td>
<td>Dec-Feb 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal maximum flow event (m³/s)</td>
<td>1399 892 230 179</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 47 Flow duration curve, Lennard River at Mount Herbert (803002s)

Figure 48 presents the flood frequency analysis for the Lennard River site. Over 120 events were analysed for this assessment, spanning over 30 years. The majority of flow events, including the largest flood, occur between December and February. The average event size in other months is similar (Figure 49).

Figure 48 Flood frequency analysis, Lennard River at Mount Herbert (803002s)
7.7.3. Baseflow Analysis

Nine passes of the Lyne and Hollick filter, with a parameter value of 0.925, were applied to extract the baseflow for each event. Sample hydrographs are presented in Figure 50 and key statistics are summarised in Table 15. Variation in BFI with ARI of the total flow event is presented in Figure 51a. A high degree of scatter is evident in the data particularly for small event sizes, however a general downward trend highlights that BFI decreases as ARI increases. The fitted trendline through the data representing the ratio of the baseflow under the streamflow peak to the peak streamflow indicates an increase in the ratio as ARI increases (Figure 51b). However, this response is considered to be an artefact of the model fit. This response indicates the need for further regionalisation analysis in northern Australia. Again, a large amount of scatter is evident for small ARI.

The absolute magnitude of the baseflow under the streamflow peak also increases with increasing event size (Figure 51c). In this instance, variability in the data increases with ARI. A poor fit is observed for the relationships in Figure 51, with low $r^2$ values.

**Table 15 Baseflow statistics, Lennard River at Mount Herbert (803002s)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>BFI of event</th>
<th>Ratio of baseflow under streamflow peak : streamflow peak</th>
<th>Ratio of baseflow peak : streamflow peak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 49** Seasonality of events, Lennard River at Mount Herbert (803002s). The box represents the magnitude of the mean flow event, and the whiskers represent the full range of events analysed for this study.
Figure 50 Sample hydrographs demonstrating the streamflow and baseflow characteristics for a range of events, Lennard River at Mount Herbert (803002s): (a) ARI of 17 years, (b) ARI of 1 year, (c) ARI of 0.25 years
Figure 51 (a) Variation in event BFI with ARI of the total flow peak, (b) Ratio of baseflow under streamflow peak to peak streamflow, (c) Absolute magnitude of baseflow under streamflow peak, Lennard River at Mount Herbert (803002s)
7.8. Deep River at Teds Pool, Western Australia (606001)

7.8.1. Catchment Description

Deep River is situated in the south west corner of Western Australia, flowing south towards Warpole on the southern coast. Appendix B presents key catchment characteristics for the site.

7.8.2. Flow Characteristics

Streamflow records at Teds Pool commenced in 1975, and have captured over 30 years of data. Approximately 24% of the record is made up of cease to flow events, which primarily occur during summer and autumn (Figure 52). Only a small proportion of the flow record is above the maximum gauged flow. The flow characteristics at the gauge location are presented in Table 14.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start of record</td>
<td>May, 1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of record</td>
<td>January, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of record (years)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of missing data (%)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum recorded hourly flow (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum recorded hourly flow (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of time of cease to flow events (%)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum gauged flow (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARI of maximum gauged flow</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of time hourly flow is greater than maximum gauged flow (%)</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of events extracted (%)</td>
<td>Dec-Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal maximum flow event (m$^3$/s)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 52 Flow duration curve, Deep River at Teds Pool (site 606001)

Figure 48 presents the flood frequency analysis for Deep River at Teds Pool. Over 130 events were analysed at this site, extracted from more than 30 years of records. The average magnitude of flood events from June to November is reasonably consistent (Figure 54), however the largest flow events at the site occur during the months of June, July and August. No events occur during the months of December to February at this site.

Figure 53 Flood frequency analysis, Deep River at Teds Pool (site 606001)
7.8.3. Baseflow Analysis

Analysis of the streamflow data at the Deep River site identified a unique challenge in terms of application of the method. The streamflow events extracted displayed characteristics quite unlike those observed at the other case study locations. In particular, the events tended to be very drawn out, with gradual increases in flow and slow recessions. At this location, the modified Lyne and Hollick filter was not considered to reasonably replicate the understood physically processes of baseflow, and the estimated baseflow series was deemed less plausible than those generated at other locations.

Figure 55 presents an example flood hydrograph and the estimated baseflow when the method described in Section 4 is applied. As can be seen, the baseflow peak is unrealistically high for the main flood event presented. This issue was observed to occur across a number of events, ranging through the full spectrum of ARI magnitudes.
Furthermore, the automated approach to identifying the start and end of flood events was also less successful at this location. A reasonably high proportion of the events analysed at this location are considered to require manual manipulation to correct the automatically defined start and end of the event.

These issues were assumed to be a result of the unique hydrogeological conditions that are found in the south-west of Western Australia. Further analysis of the catchment characteristics in Phase 2 of the study will help to clarify these assumptions.

This catchment case study is presented to display the challenges faced in developing a method that is uniformly applicable to all catchments. The results of the analysis for this location indicate that the method may require further manipulation to better estimate baseflow in areas with unique hydrogeological conditions. In order to overcome these challenges, it is intended that further evaluation of the approach be undertaken at this and other unique locations. Options to improve the methods may include:

- Further manipulation of the Lyne and Hollick filter through modification to the filter parameter or number of passes applied;
- Further investigation of alternative approaches that have been successfully applied to unique catchments;
- Regionalisation of the method, such that particular locations or catchment characteristics trigger the application of an alternative approach; or
- Some combination of the above.

Figure 55 Example flood hydrograph, Deep River at Teds Pool (606001) illustrating problems in estimated baseflow using adopted method
Finalisation of the method across the full selection of catchments is to be completed in Phase 2 of this study. As such, the next stages of the project present an opportunity to further refine the process for widespread application. The issues identified at this Western Australian case study catchment, plus any other challenges identified at other catchment locations, will be resolved in the regionalisation tasks that follow.

Given the difficulties discussed above, the results for this site have been excluded from the comparison between sites presented in the next section of this report.
8. Comparison between catchments

Analysis undertaken at each catchment identified a number of characteristics that can be compared across the case study catchments. The discussion presented below provides some initial comparison between sites, however full comparison is not possible until a more complete set of catchments has been analysed, and regional trends can be identified.

For each of the statistics calculated in the previous sections, a scatter plot was presented to demonstrate the scatter in the data. A line of best fit was applied to the data to understand the general trend in each statistic for different event sizes. The ARI being considered represents the ARI of the total flow event, and includes the quickflow and baseflow components of the flow. The line of best fit for each statistic can then be compared across the case study catchments. The trendlines presented in this section reflect the line of best fit through data with a significant degree of scatter, and as noted in the analysis for each catchment, the r² values observed for each of these lines of best fit were quite low.

The variation in BFI with ARI of the total flow peak is presented in Figure 56 for each case study catchment. In all catchments, the BFI decreases as the magnitude of the flood event increases. Whilst there is some similarity in the slope of the lines for different catchments, without further sites for comparison it is difficult to confirm the significance of these similarities. However, these similarities may be used to initiate regionalisation options in the next phase of the project. In general, comparison between the catchments demonstrates that variability in the event BFI decreases as the magnitude of the flood event increases. Similar observations are noted in Figure 57 and Figure 58. Also notable in these figures are the relatively flat slope in the line for catchment 204041 and the slight upwards slope for high ARI for catchment 803002s. The importance of these trends will be further investigated in Stage 2 of the study, and may be used in the regionalisation of catchments.

Variation in the absolute magnitude of baseflow is presented in Figure 59 and Figure 60. These plots present the flow scaled relative to catchment area (ie: magnitude expressed in m³/s per km²). For all catchments, the magnitude of baseflow occurring at the time of peak streamflow increases as the ARI of the total flood event also increases. Similarly, the magnitude of the peak baseflow for the event also increases with ARI. In general, the variation of baseflow magnitude between catchments tends to increase as the size of the total flow event increases. The gradient of these trend lines may reflect local or regional conditions. Further catchment analysis in Phase 2 of this study will provide additional sites from which regionalisation conclusions can be drawn.
Figure 56 Variation in BFI with ARI of the total flow peak

Figure 57 Variation in the ratio of the baseflow under the streamflow peak to peak streamflow with ARI of the total flow peak

Figure 58 Variation in the ratio of peak baseflow to peak streamflow with ARI of the total flow peak
The following figures provide an alternative approach to presenting the results and display frequency distribution plots for the various statistics extracted. Figure 59 shows the frequency distribution fitted to the BFI of each event for the case study catchments. In this figure, the x-axis reflects the ARI of the event BFI and the y-axis presents the event BFI. In general, all catchments display a similar trend, with the BFI ratio increasing logarithmically to some maximum value. The rate of increase of the BFI with increasing ARI and the resulting maximum BFI value may be representative of regional conditions.
Figure 61 Distribution of event BFI (independent of return period of total flow)

Figure 62 presents a similar concept, displaying the fitted ARI distribution for the event based ratio of the baseflow under the streamflow peak to the peak streamflow for each catchment. The shape of this trend is not consistent for all catchments. Logarithmic responses are observed for some catchments, while others display exponential behaviour. The variation in this ratio as ARI increases may also be reflective of the regional characteristics, and indicates the need for further consideration in the next phase of the study.

Figure 63 displays the frequency distribution fitted to the ratio of peak event baseflow to peak streamflow.
Figure 62 Distribution of event calculated ratios of the baseflow under the streamflow peak to peak streamflow (independent of return period of total flow)

Figure 63 Distribution of event calculated ratios of peak event baseflow to peak event streamflow (independent of return period of total flow)
9. Next steps for the study

Phase 1 of this study focussed on the collation of data and the demonstration of the baseflow separation method. This report documents these components of the study. Further work in Phase 1 is still to be completed, specifically the extraction of catchment characteristics for the full set of study catchments. This process will result in a database of catchment characteristics for all selected catchments across Australia. Over 250 catchments have been identified as suitable for analysis in later stages of this project. For each catchment, approximately 80 different characteristics will be provided, including climatic, hydrologic and catchment based features. These characteristics will be consolidated into a database with a separate report summarising the catchment selection process and the characteristics of interest.

The next phase of the study (Phase 2) involves a number of key aspects, including:

- **Further evaluation of the method across the wider selection of catchments.** The method developed in Phase 1 of the study will be applied across other catchments to ensure the approach is uniformly applicable in all locations. Any issues identified at specific locations will be considered in detail and modifications to the approach may be made at this stage. For instance, options to resolve the issues identified at the south-west Western Australian site will be considered, including regionalisation of the technique based on local conditions, further manipulation of the filter parameter or number of passes, or further testing of alternative approaches. Any other issues will be identified and rectified in a similar manner.

- **Extraction of baseflow characteristics for full set of study catchments.** Approximately 280 catchments have been identified for analysis in Stage 2 of the project. In general, over 30 years of data is available at each location. Using the method described in this report, $4n$ events will be extracted for each catchment, where $n$ is the number of years of record. This equates to the analysis of over 30,000 events across Australia. Existing automated procedures will be refined to handle the large volume of data to be processed.

- **Development of the regional prediction equations.** This may require identification of smaller homogenous catchment groupings prior to undertaking the regression analysis, which will serve to maximise the ability to predict baseflow contribution to flood peaks in a range of areas with fundamentally different underlying drivers of baseflow. The prediction equations will be tested through a cross-validation approach, which will be undertaken by partitioning the case study data sets. Goodness of fit statistics will be reported on.

- **Application of the regional prediction equations.** Once a suitable set of prediction equations has been developed, these will be applied to catchments throughout Australia to create a GIS layer of estimated baseflow contribution to flood peaks of given ARIs across the country. The exact nature of this GIS layer (grid, contour map, or regression equations which enable a user to calculate values for their own location) will be formulated based on the nature of the outcomes of the previous prediction equation task. The range of catchment characteristics over which each equation was developed and applied will be compared to note any uncertainties in application of the equations.

- **Development of guideline procedures.** The application of the regional prediction equations will be documented for inclusion in Australian Rainfall and Runoff. The nature of the information to be included in the guidelines will depend on the outcome of the analysis.
Testing of guideline procedures. The documented procedures will be tested to assess the ability of experienced practitioners to successfully apply the new procedure. Feedback will be sought from those practitioners to assess the ease with which the guidelines could be applied, as well as the ability of the practitioner to reproduce an identical output to that intended in the sample problem provided to them.
10. Conclusions

In most cases, baseflow is a minor component of extreme floods but can potentially be a significant component of smaller flood events. Larger contributions of baseflow occur where the catchment geology naturally produces high yielding aquifers with large baseflows. The current version of Australian Rainfall and Runoff provides guidance for estimating surface runoff, but there is little advice on the incorporation of baseflow into design flood events.

ARR Update Project 7 aims to develop a method for estimating baseflow contribution to different sized events across Australia. This report summarises the work undertaken as a part of Phase 1 of the overall project, and focuses on the physical processes of groundwater-surface water interaction, theoretical approaches to baseflow separation, and the testing of these methods to various case study catchments across Australia in order to develop a suitable approach for more widescale application.

Most previous studies have concentrated on the application of automated baseflow separation approaches to daily data. For the purposes of this study, it was necessary to identify an automated baseflow separation technique that can consistently provide a plausible baseflow time series from hourly streamflow data at a large number of catchments across Australia. A number of different methods were tested at case study catchments, with the most plausible baseflow hydrographs produced when a modified version of the Lyne and Hollick filter was applied.

The selected method utilised existing theory in the form of the Lyne and Hollick filter. Modifications to the application of this filter were made to enable the method to be applied to hourly data. The Lyne and Hollick filter is applied 9 times across the hourly data with a filter parameter value of 0.925. Based on analysis at case study catchments, this method produces plausible baseflow hydrographs for a range of event sizes at eight of the nine case study catchments. The results obtained at one case study site in Western Australia were considered less plausible, and require further analysis. Regionalisation of the method may help to establish an approach that is more suitable across all catchment conditions.

The outcomes from the case study analysis demonstrate that the baseflow contribution to the total flood peak varies depending on event size and location. The proportional contribution of baseflow to the event peak tends to decrease as the magnitude of the total flood event increases. This trend was observed for three different measures of baseflow calculated in this study:

- Event BFI (the ratio of the event baseflow volume to the event streamflow volume);
- Ratio of the baseflow under the streamflow peak to the peak streamflow; and
- Ratio of the peak baseflow to the peak streamflow.

The variability associated with these estimates of baseflow relative to the total streamflow generally decreased with increasing ARI both at individual sites and between sites. Further investigations in Phase 2 of the project may help to explain the reasons for the variability in baseflow contribution to flood peak at low ARI.

The absolute magnitude of baseflow generally increased as the size of the total flood event increased. This trend was observed when considering the magnitude of the baseflow at the time of the streamflow peak and also the peak baseflow. The magnitude of the baseflow was often easier to
predict than other measures of baseflow, with less variability than the results for the proportional contribution to floods.

Phase 2 of the study will further refine the recommended baseflow separation approach to ensure that the method is applicable in all locations across Australia. The finalised technique will be applied to events extracted from hourly data at more than 250 catchments. An existing automated approach will be refined to better handle the large volume of data to be processed.

Catchment characteristics will be extracted for each catchment and summarised in a report and database. These characteristics will be utilised to establish regional prediction equations that will enable the user to estimate baseflow contribution to a design flood event of any size in any region of Australia. Guidelines will be prepared to describe the relevant procedures for this application.
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Appendix A  Comparison of baseflow separation techniques

The determination of an appropriate baseflow separation technique for use across a large number of varied catchments involved the application of many of them to test catchments. This was done to examine the general features of the baseflow series calculated, determine the ease with which the methods could be applied and make some comparisons about the usefulness of each to this application. The techniques ranged from simple graphical methods to more complex algorithms and physically-based models which utilised data besides streamflow or more developed models based on groundwater interactions.

The results of each of the applied methods are presented and discussed in the following section.

Local Minimum Technique

The duration of quickflow (N, in days) is calculated using on the relationship N=A^0.2, based on Linsley et al (1975). This relationship estimates the number of days of quickflow based on the catchment area (A, in square miles). The interval used in baseflow separations is taken as the value 2N rounded to the nearest odd integer (simply referred to as 2N in the following description).

The local minimum technique is incorporated into the HYSEP computer algorithm, and inspects the streamflow data on each day to identify whether it is the minimum value over the period of one half the quickflow duration minus one day (i.e. 0.5*(2N-1) days) before and after the day being considered (Sloto and Crouse, 1996). The baseflow component is determined using linear interpolation between the local minimum points.

The method was originally developed for application to daily data. Application to daily data does not provide a ‘classical’ baseflow shape for the flood events, as the baseflow component is calculated simply by linearly interpolating between minimum flow occurrences. Application to hourly data produces a similar baseflow estimate (Figure 4).

Smoothed Minima Technique

The baseflow separation procedure used in the FREND analysis (Gustard et al, 1989) was developed over a large number of catchments across Europe. The method, applied on a daily timestep, involves finding minima in groups of 5 consecutive, non-overlapping data points, and then finding subsequent minima in the created series of minima. These points are then joined to form the baseflow series. Gustard et al used this method on daily data, and it was applied here on both daily and hourly timesteps.

Applying the method on an hourly timescale amplified the issues with this approach. The change in streamflow at each timestep on an hourly scale is not as large as the difference on a daily time scale. Using a group of five data points, the minima selected was often not a true local minima, or differed by only a very small amount from the values around it. This resulted in significant periods of time where the calculated baseflow was either greater than the streamflow and was constrained to the value of the streamflow, or was very close to the streamflow value. Therefore, only periods that had a rapid change in streamflow had a distinct baseflow series, as in Figure 4.
This method bears similarities to the local minima technique, since the baseflow is assumed to be defined by the minima in the streamflow data. Although easily automated, the smoothed minima technique does not extract many of the features generally considered characteristic of baseflow, such as a delayed baseflow peak, and includes significant quickflow in the estimated baseflow.

**Fixed Interval Technique**

The fixed interval technique separates the streamflow hydrograph into discrete periods of fixed duration, as calculated using the quickflow duration (2N rounded to the nearest odd integer, simply referred to as 2N in the following description) based on the relationship N=A0.2 (Linsley et al, 1975).

The baseflow component in each discrete interval of duration 2N is estimated as the minimum streamflow within that period, producing a step shaped response with constant baseflow within each discrete time period.

Regardless of the timestep of the streamflow data, the resulting baseflow does not include ideal baseflow characteristics (Figure 4).

**Sliding Interval Technique**

The sliding interval approach estimates the baseflow within a particular time period as the minimum streamflow within that period. The duration of each time period is given by the quickflow duration (2N rounded to the nearest odd integer) based on the relationship N=A0.2 (Linsley et al, 1975).

This method is similar to the fixed interval approach, although the duration of interest is moved through each timestep of the streamflow time series data, producing a smoothed baseflow response. Despite this, the resulting baseflow series is not physically plausible (Figure 4).

**One parameter Chapman algorithm**

This algorithm (Equation 3) was developed by Chapman (1991). It utilises the recession constant as the filter parameter, k.

Chapman (1991) that this method produces a more realistic baseflow series than the Lyne-Hollick filter. However, in applying the algorithm to the test sites using hourly data, it was determined that the baseflow derived was significantly lower than realistic for many of the events. In a number of cases, the baseflow did not rejoin the streamflow at all. A similar effect was found by Mau and Winter (1997).

Applying a least squares fit and objective function to fit the recession periods of the calculated baseflow to the recession periods of the streamflow, as in Chapman (1999) is likely to improve the result. Since the baseflow constant would need to be determined for each site, and possibly be varied depending on event size, this method would be more complex to automate. In addition, the single parameter algorithm has been found to produce less satisfactory results than the two-parameter version by both Chapman (1999) and the results of this study.

**Boughton two parameter algorithm**

A second approach (Equation 4) was created by replacing the (1-k) in the Chapman algorithm with a second parameter, C, as used in the AWBM model (Boughton, 1993). The parameter C is to be
selected on a trial and error basis (Chapman and Maxwell, 1996), which makes automation difficult and the results subjective, since an optimisation technique cannot be applied. This poses a significant problem for applying the method across a large number of catchments and events.

The two-parameter algorithm produced the most satisfactory baseflow series of the Chapman, Boughton and Jakeman and Hornberger methods. On daily data, the same parameter values could be used on multiple sites, and produced plausible results. However, on hourly data the baseflow series was more sensitive to changes in parameter values, with a single parameter value no longer applicable over many sites. Similarly to both the IHACRES and single-parameter Chapman algorithms, using an hourly timestep either reduced the smoothing effect and produced unrealistically high baseflow peak, or created very low baseflow series which did not rejoin streamflow, even once the runoff had ceased.

Jakeman and Hornberger three parameter algorithm

The IHACRES three parameter algorithm (Equation 5) was found by Chapman (1999) to produce sharper peaks than would be considered realistic. When applying this method in this study, the daily data was found to produce acceptable results, however using hourly data further reduced the smoothing effect of the algorithm.

A significant drawback of this method is the increasing complexity with a greater number of parameters. As such, there is less confidence in the resulting baseflow series, both in terms of the best combination of parameters and the most appropriate shape of the series. With an increase in the number of parameters there is a greater range of shapes that can be created with combinations of values, of which the best selection is subjective.

Fitting the IHACRES algorithm to hourly data, it was apparent that matching recession periods is difficult or not possible. This may be an effect of the lack of differentiation between baseflow and streamflow, when the method is applied on an hourly timestep. Chapman (1999) and Ye (1996) also found that the model could not be consistently fitted to a number of catchments.

Chapman (1999) notes that the optimisation method used in the one-parameter Chapman-Maxwell algorithm is unsuitable for both the 2 and 3 parameter algorithms. In the absence of a method to optimise the selection of parameter values, they are likely to be unsuitable for use in an automated method.
Figure 64 Hourly baseflow calculated using the 3 variations of the Chapman algorithm for 1 in 52 year event at Barron River at Picnic Crossing, Queensland (110003A)

Figure 65 Hourly baseflow calculated using the three variations of the Chapman algorithm for the 1 in 30 year event at Little Yarra River, Victoria (229214)
Resclog

The computer program Recslog was developed to automate the implementation of the matching strip method of master recession curve analysis (Nathan and McMahon, 1990). The program allows the streamflow recessions of a number of hydrographs to be lined up, and which automatically adjusts to find the trend of best fit. The hydrographs are selected based on user defined minimum length of the recession period and the limits placed on the maximum and minimum flows for the recession. The recession constant, k, is estimated from the fitted relationship described by Equation 1. The recession constant calculated from this program can then be used in other digital baseflow separation algorithms.

Reservoir Inflow Sequence

The Reservoir Inflow Sequence (RIS) method (Mandeville, 2004) involves characterising flows by the flow (q) and the gradient of flow (dq/dt). The baseflow is removed from the streamflow record to determine the quickflow that forms a reservoir inflow. The technique focuses on determining a master recession curve for the catchment, which is then applied to the parts of the hydrograph that can be considered in ‘pure recession’. The shape of the master recession curve is determined by comparing the gradient value and the flow value. A function of the form

$$R = j(q(t) + k)^l$$

Equation 13

is then fitted using the least squares method, where j, k and l are parameters to be fitted. A function is fitted to selection of events and the parameter values are averaged to create a generalised recession function. This approach of fitting a master recession curve is less subjective and easier than translating recession curves in time to find a common response.

A drawback of the RIS method is that the method can only be applied in periods of ‘pure recession’, which must be defined by other means. One of the principle issues with separating baseflows is hence still a problem in this method. The baseflow series during non-recession periods are filled by interpolation, as this method does not give technique for overall baseflow characterisation.

Frölich Method

The need to define the start and end of an event to characterise baseflow is a problem in many of the currently available baseflow separation methods. The method developed by Frolich et.al. (1994) uses the master recession curve to set the limits at which streamflow rejoins baseflow. This is achieved by applying an iterative algorithm to the streamflow series to find a lower limit for the baseflow series. The rising limb of the hydrograph is considered the upper limit of baseflow. The equation of the master recession curve is applied backwards in time, until the master recession curve value at a point is calculated as greater than the streamflow at that point. The recession curve is then transposed to the limit of the point. This produces the lower limit of the baseflow hydrograph. The upper limit (represented by the streamflow) and this calculated lower limit are averaged to produce an approximate baseflow series. The strength of this method lies in its being easily automated and its objective application of the master recession curve to determine the baseflow across the whole event.
However, the baseflow that is determined is taken as simply the average of an upper and lower limit, which involves significant assumptions. This method also relies on the determination of a suitable Master Recession Curve, which requires dry periods in the series to be identified as pure baseflow. Frolich et.al. (1994) apply the method on a monthly timestep.

**Tularam and Ilahee**

This method is based on the application of Equation 11. In application of this method to hourly data the fraction of quickflow, $\alpha$, was determined by trial and error. This poses similar problems as other subjective methods. Tularam and Ilahee attempted to create a generalised parameter value by calculating $\alpha$ on a number of events in a particular catchment, averaging them, and then applying the resulting parameter value on all events in the catchment. Figure 66 and Figure 67 show the difference in baseflow series created with an averaged parameter value and a subjectively determined value.

This method produces relatively satisfactory results for baseflow in the cases shown. However, the computational effort required to determine parameter values for a large number of catchments would be significant given the need to obtain a generalised parameter for a number of events at each site. The possibility of using a parameter value averaged across a number of catchments exists, but would likely result in increasingly less successful results.
Figure 67 Comparison of baseflow techniques for 1 in 1 year event at Little Yarra River, Victoria using hourly data

Furey and Gupta algorithm

The Furey and Gupta algorithm utilises both streamflow and precipitation data series to determine a baseflow series that is based on physically meaningful parameters. This method also provides means by which parameters can be estimated, rather than selecting by trial and error.

The algorithm consists of four parameters, three of which are calculated from the data before application and the fourth which may be manipulated. The recession constant is one of the parameters, and is calculated using the rainfall series data. It is calculated by extracting the periods of streamflow over which no rainfall occurs, since these are assumed to consist of only baseflow. Of these periods, the days that have a higher streamflow than those before them are assumed to be affected by groundwater recharge or undetected precipitation and are removed from the recession analysis. The remaining periods that have at least 10 days since the last rainfall event are shown to have a narrow range of recession constants, and the mean of these is considered the recession constant for the basin. Thus, the baseflow series is estimated based on physical processes.
Figure 68 Furey and Gupta method (unconstrained) applied on daily timestep and with parameters manually adjusted, at Little Yarra River, Victoria

One particular feature of the Furey-Gupta method is that the algorithm is not constrained so that the baseflow is always lower than the streamflow. This maintains the parameters as strictly physically-based, but leads to unrealistic outcomes when the calculated baseflow is higher than the streamflow. This is observed in Figure 68, which produced a series where baseflow exceeded streamflow for a comparable proportion of timesteps as the results documented by Furey and Gupta (2001).

The paper also presents a case where one of the parameters usually calculated from the data is artificially adjusted to produce a better result. Manipulation of the data used to produce Figure 68 produces a better separation than that achieved by strictly applying the method, but still produces a significant proportion of time when baseflow is greater than streamflow. This is considered to be a serious problem for applying the method over many sites, since manual manipulation to correct results can be time consuming.

The Furey-Gupta method produced reasonable magnitudes of baseflow and retained many of the features of an idealised baseflow, such as a delayed peak. It is possible that this method and its physical basis may be an attractive option for development. However, it does not perform acceptably well to justify the significant increase in processing required to source and apply the method to hourly streamflow and rainfall data.

**Wittenberg Method**

This method has been applied for estimating the shallow groundwater balance in a semi-arid catchment in Western Australia (Wittenberg, 1999; Wittenberg and Sivapalan, 1999). It uses a
baseflow recession analysis to estimate a storage-discharge relationship for the groundwater aquifer. In addition, it places a greater weight than other methods on the role of seasonal evapotranspiration, which may be greater than baseflow in some arid conditions. Similar to most other methods, this method is empirically based.

The characterisation of the baseflow recession in this method is undertaken with the use of a single non-linear reservoir, with recession curve of the form:

\[ Q_t = Q_0 \left[ 1 + \frac{(1-b)Q_0^{1-b}}{ab}t \right]^{1/(b-1)} \]

**Equation 14**

Where

- \( Q_t \) = Discharge at time, \( t \)
- \( Q_0 \) = initial discharge
- \( t \) = time
- \( a \) = coefficient relating to catchment properties
- \( b \) = dimensionless exponent

The parameters \( a \) and \( b \) are determined using a least squares fit, with \( a \) and \( b \) solved iteratively, where \( Q_t \) is equal to the observed recession curve. The set of \( a \) and \( b \) parameters that give the best fit to the recession curve are taken as being representative of the aquifer. In the application in this paper, the authors found that the values calculated as optimal for the recession curve were highly consistent for different parts of the recession curve.

The characterisation of the baseflow recession is seasonally based, calculated mostly using the parameter \( a \), while the parameter \( b \) is maintained at a constant value of 0.5 in this case. \( b \) is found by calibration and has generally been found to be close to 0.5 for unconfined aquifers. This method has an increasing computational requirement compared to the other methods for determining baseflow recession. Any increase in accuracy gained from a more accurate seasonal recession characterisation will have to be considered against a significant increase in computational effort for each catchment.
## Appendix B  Catchment Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>110003</th>
<th>145018</th>
<th>204041</th>
<th>421018</th>
<th>223202</th>
<th>229214</th>
<th>803002</th>
<th>606001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catchment area</td>
<td>km²</td>
<td>231.2</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>1636.9</td>
<td>1247.5</td>
<td>902.6</td>
<td>154.0</td>
<td>440.0</td>
<td>436.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latitude of catchment centroid</td>
<td>decimal degrees</td>
<td>145.5</td>
<td>152.6</td>
<td>152.9</td>
<td>149.0</td>
<td>147.8</td>
<td>145.7</td>
<td>125.3</td>
<td>116.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitude of catchment centroid</td>
<td>decimal degrees</td>
<td>-17.3</td>
<td>-28.3</td>
<td>-30.0</td>
<td>-33.0</td>
<td>-37.1</td>
<td>-37.8</td>
<td>-17.2</td>
<td>-34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean annual rainfall</td>
<td>mm/yr</td>
<td>1734.4</td>
<td>1350.7</td>
<td>1407.0</td>
<td>725.4</td>
<td>931.0</td>
<td>1350.3</td>
<td>919.8</td>
<td>997.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean annual evaptranspiration</td>
<td>mm/yr</td>
<td>1155.1</td>
<td>827.2</td>
<td>862.1</td>
<td>684.7</td>
<td>701.7</td>
<td>703.5</td>
<td>739.9</td>
<td>946.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean slope</td>
<td>degrees</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean elevation</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>820.5</td>
<td>538.0</td>
<td>155.1</td>
<td>569.8</td>
<td>815.3</td>
<td>374.8</td>
<td>398.4</td>
<td>179.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total stream length in catchment</td>
<td>km</td>
<td>186.5</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>1376.3</td>
<td>972.8</td>
<td>661.4</td>
<td>109.7</td>
<td>400.2</td>
<td>231.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream density in catchment</td>
<td>m/km²</td>
<td>806.7</td>
<td>848.9</td>
<td>840.8</td>
<td>779.8</td>
<td>732.7</td>
<td>712.4</td>
<td>909.4</td>
<td>530.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of stream junctions</td>
<td>no./km²</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>239.0</td>
<td>162.0</td>
<td>132.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>92.0</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average soil depth</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of woody vegetation</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>97.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average plant available water holding capacity</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>191.2</td>
<td>118.3</td>
<td>102.8</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>133.0</td>
<td>139.3</td>
<td>128.7</td>
<td>144.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top soil layer nominal field water capacity</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top soil layer saturated hydraulic conductivity</td>
<td>mm/hr</td>
<td>216.5</td>
<td>162.3</td>
<td>106.8</td>
<td>215.8</td>
<td>175.4</td>
<td>268.8</td>
<td>205.9</td>
<td>299.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top soil layer saturated volumetric water content</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top soil layer thickness</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top soil layer nominal wilting point water capacity</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower soil layer nominal field water capacity</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower soil layer saturated hydraulic conductivity</td>
<td>mm/hr</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>120.8</td>
<td>299.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower soil layer saturated volumetric water content</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower soil layer thickness</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower soil layer nominal wilting point water capacity</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted average conductivity based on proportion of catchment</td>
<td>m/day</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted storage ranking based on proportion of catchment</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted average conductivity based on proportion of river</td>
<td>m/day</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted storage ranking based on proportion of river reach</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C  Additional results for case study catchments

Barron River at Picnic Crossing, Queensland (110003a)

Figure 69 (a) Ratio of peak baseflow to peak streamflow, (b) Absolute magnitude of baseflow peak, Barron River at Picnic Crossing (110003a)
Burnett Creek upstream of Maroon Dam, Queensland (145018a)

Figure 70 (a) Ratio of peak baseflow to peak streamflow, (b) Absolute magnitude of baseflow peak, Burnett Creek upstream of Maroon Dam (145018a)
Orara River at Bawden Bridge, New South Wales (204041)

Figure 71 (a) Ratio of peak baseflow to peak streamflow, (b) Absolute magnitude of baseflow peak, Orara River at Bawden Bridge (204041)
Bell River at Newrea, New South Wales (421018)

Figure 72 (a) Ratio of peak baseflow to peak streamflow, (b) Absolute magnitude of baseflow peak, Bell River at Newrea (421018)
Figure 73 (a) Ratio of peak baseflow to peak streamflow, (b) Absolute magnitude of baseflow peak, Tambo River at Swifts Creek (223202)
Figure 74 (a) Ratio of peak baseflow to peak streamflow, (b) Absolute magnitude of baseflow peak, Little Yarra River at Yarra Junction (site 229214)
Figure 75 (a) Ratio of peak baseflow to peak streamflow, (b) Absolute magnitude of baseflow peak, Lennard River at Mount Herbert (803002s)